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Chapter I .
Literary Interaction in the Eighteenth Century.
\J The eighteenth oentury was a period of literary interaction between France
and England. Tuere is abundant evidence to prove English interest in, and ad-
miration for, French writers from the Restoration to the French Revolution.
French comedy was adapted and translated by nd end of Englishmen, among them
Etnerege, 3hadwell, Dryaen, and Congreve. Just as English writers of comedy
looked to iloliere, so tragic writers imitated or translated Oornellle and Racine.
Addison's "Gate" (1713), the one really classical tragedy by an Englishman,
follows the tradition of the great French writers. So great was English admira-
tion for French manners and literature that the young Voltaire, exiled to England
in 1726, found nimself among people who spoke and read his language like French-
men.
.fnile French writers began to influence English literature even before the
Restoration, English ti.ou ;jit was considerably slower In penetrating the armor of
smugness and conceit"-! insularity which characterized the France which had pro-
duced a series of literary genuises in a single century. Self-satisfied and con-
cious of the admiration of all Europe, France was slow to admit tiidTanythlng good
could come out of England, or any other country for tha^matter. To be sure, Looke,
Baoon, and Newton were available to French readers in 1700, Bacon almost a hundred
years before, and were read by Frenchmen who did not realize the challenge of sci-
ence to French classicism. Not until the middle of the oentury did the influence
^ of these men become fully apparent in the work of the Encyclopedists.
Between 1700 and 1789, forces of change foreshadowing the passing of the
classical spirit in France gradually, but surely brought to French readers the
#or£8 of practically every notable English writer witn the possible exception of
Chaucer. The reaction from the restraint of several generations of classical tra-

gedies showed itself in the cry for sentimental literature. Since Eng-
land's men of feeling oould supply such aiaterial before French writers
quite realised the change which was talcing place, Addison, Steele, Sterne,
and Richardson became very popular In France. Through the efforts of Vol-
taire and L'Aobe' Prevost , the work3 of Pope, Swift, and numerous other
writers were also introduced to French readers.
Proin sentiment to romantic melancholy is a short step, and by 1730,
scarcely a cultured Prenc:iinan had not read l'nomson, Young, and MaoPnerson.
After so many Snglish writers liad been acoepted with approval, it remained
for tne greatest of them all to make the biggest stir in Prance, to divide
Frenchmen into two hostile camps, and to precipitate the most bitter liter-
ary battle of the eighteenth century.
To understand the slowness with whioh Shakespeare progressed in the
land of Qorneille and Racine, some understanding of the classical spirit in
Prance is necessary. The jSnglisn genius who recognizee no rules, and who
was in such direct contrast to the Prencn tragifi writers was in a way sym-
bolic of the forces that were undermining classicism. His recognition as a
genius would be a denial of the genius of Oorneille and Racine, men who
followed rules and conventions. To accept him would be to overthrow the
old criticism and to form new categories. The classicists had no intention
of changing anytning.
The seventeenth century had produced oae great critic^3oileau. lie
had brought ordt>r out of caaos, had ranked the writers of his century with
unsurpassed skill and judgment. Iii3 canons of taste were gonerally accept-
ed as grounded in the nature of things, and his "L* Art Poet 1 quew was on
everyone's tongue. Down to the Romantic Movement 3oileau dominated Prenoh
criticism, and even the men who wept at the woes of Clarissa and dared to
praise Snakespear e , never thought of questioning the taste and judgment of
Boileau. Tne reverence for the man who was the friend of Racine, iloliere.

and La Fontaine was the very incarnation of the classical spirit which ruled
French thought in the eighteenth century.
Boileau' s principles as set forth in "L'Art Poetique" and championed by
classicism in France as hard and fast rules of criticism may be described as
fidelity to reason, to truth, and to the example of the ancients* By reason
he meant common sense or ordered judgment, a safeguard against excess of
feeling or imagination; by truth, a keen observation of nature (almost always
human nature) and the world of fact; by respect for the ancients he meant ad-
miration for their search for truth and the imitation of the fruits of this
search, fruits which survived in spite of differences in time, space, and
language. To Boileau the ancients had permanently fixed the form, content,
and spirit of the various types of literary art, and the notion that the
moderns of his time could produce greater tragedies or epics than Aeschylus
or Homer was to him unthinkable. The best the moderns could do was to imitate
Greek and Roman models.
In England Boileau' s principles were generally accepted, although his
theory of tragedy was certainly not in accord with the practice of Marlowe,
Shakespeare, or Dryden. Dryden argued for the observance of the modified
unities but was never successful in applying them to his plays. The fact that
England produced only one notable classical tragedy did not lessen English ad-
miration for Corneille and Racine, and the recognition of Boileau as the
arbiter of taste in literary matters. Dryden admired Boileau, and Pope's
satires and didactic poems upon morals, manners, and criticism show the
direct influence of the man who crystallized the classical spirit and ideal.
While classicism was dominant almost down to 1789, there flourished,
first, to annoy and later, to supplant it, certain forces which appeared
during the first quart r of the century. The most important of these was
probably the challenge to authority growing out of the teachings of Descartes,
Locke, Newton, and Bacon. A questioning attitude toward religion, phi-

losophy, and literature was bound to follow the dictum, "I thin*; there-
fore I am." Another force was the growth of sensibility, a reaction
against the too intellectual literature of the seventeenth century in France,
and against the excesses of the Restoration period in iingland. Jtaotions too
long pent up burst forta in floods of tears, and the sympathies were aroused
by means both fair and foul. In England, weeping oomady by Jteele and the
"she" tragedy by Nicholas Howe indicated the trend. In Franoe, the horror
scenes in Orebillon's tragedies ,7ere quite a departure from the .*ork of Oor-
neille. 3efore the time of Orebillon, no father in a French play had ever
drank the blood of his son in full vi©\? of the audience evea though he did
it incognito. Jtill another force wuich helped to bring about the end of
classicism .fas the developaont , a Short step, from sensibility to romantic
melancholy. One can scarcely over-estimate the popularity of fhomson'
s
"Seasons" wita its smpaasis upon a nature quite different from that of Pope,
or the receptivjn gi*ea t.) 'foung's "Ni^rht I'hovuchts" and to "Qsslan" later in
tne oentury. France read these works as eagerly as England and developed
her own men of feeling in ilarivaux. La Chaussee, and Diderot, fht growth
of sensibility, romantic Ml&aoholy, and the scientific spirit ( more ro-
mantic than is commonly supposed, I tninkj paralleled classicism in the
eighteenth oentury and finally brought about the end of the olassioal spirit.
Because of the popularity of English writers in France after 1730,
Frenchmen v/ore compellod to decide how and where to rank Jhakespeare. Other
writer* could be compared with the!r French models or parallels, but here
was one who conformed to none, of the rules of form or taste. For fifty years
the battle between c>nakespear3 and French classicism was fought, out dhake-
spear©* s progress in France was dependent upon the decay of classicism and
also upon the growth of those romantic forces more in accordance with his
spirit and emotional depth. It is easy to see how a man enjoying a night

in a country churchyard, where he aobbed out his melancholy to the moon,
might find a certain Kinship irlth the author of "Hamlet ." but in 1730,
this run of feeling \7-s only beginning to appear in jjranoe.
r
Ohapter II.
Shakespeare la iingland^ 1700-1730.
The dearth of emotional expression during the Restoration period was
bound to be replaced by an excess of it as soon as the pendulum oould swing
back from wit to feeling. Jinoe not ev.j.i Steele with his "Conscious covers "
or Rowe with his "Jane S^ore". the latter a confessed imitation of Shakes-
peare, oould supply provocation eurajh Lj -?-hiaust the seemingly unlimited
supply of unshed tears, ^Ingland turned gratefully to a genius who could
'.ring the noart with every emotion known to man. Siok of the gay but often
cruel wit )f Restoration times, the stolid middle class**i now demanded senti-
ment, not repartee. Often the butt of ridicule for Oharles' court, they now
found themselves fairly jomfortable financially, and impressed, with the cer-
tainty of tneir own moral convictions, they used their spokesman, Jeremy Tay-
lor, to insist upon tears and the triuuph of virtue on the stage. Once rid
of the laughing comedies which they nad refused to support, the merchant
a
now came int o their own. Instead of rakes and ladies of questi _»nuole virtue
who i^ad delighted tixe wits of tne last juarte:* of the eighteenth c;atury,
there appeared on the, staj > t arful j»agdalens, noble and forgiving husbands,
murderers, who vept and repented, -11 because human nature was at bottom
good. It wa u .fortunate, but perhaps unavoidable, that oigiteenth century
England shoula rediscover Shakespeare in the midst of a welter of senti-
mentality and shallowness.
That he was popular is shown by the large number of his pi ys ,vaich
were acted in London even before Jarrick 1 s time. Voltaire, during his
visit to iSnclanJ, 1726-1729, attended Drury Lune whore he saw "Julius
Caesar"
. Crowds flocked to the theaters to see Snakespeare, often a rewrit-
ten Shakespeare, but Shakespeare none the less. Some of these rewritten
play3 were acted until tne end of the century,. "King Lear" was considered
c
too tragic. The suffering of the foolish old king and the innooent Cordelia
seemed too nuoh of a miscarriage of poetic justice, i»iehum Tate revised the
play to 3uit the tender-hearted audiences 3? the time. In hia version,Lear
survives tiie vicissitudes of fortuat, Cordelia marries idgar, and the play
ends happily, .faen we realize that "Lear" had a nappy ending until 1823, we
can understand why the early nineteenth century essayists did not lik3 to
see Shakespeare aoted. Colley Jibber reduced "Richard III" to about naif
its length, omitting many of the famous soliloquies, and he cut the oast of
character^ from mor-; than tnirty- fiv^. to twenty. Rough passions became
softened, and ti-e pathetic scenes were 'eased, "Smoothing" the vers-? was
a favorite way of rewritLug Shakespeare, Dennis did j jnsiderable smoothing"
in .as "Coriolanus." These v/riters altered Shakespeare in the direction of
pity rather than of terror, and ti^ey tried to distribute poetic justice more
fittingly taaa their master had done. In some of the adaptations, howe's
particularly, the main character became a ttQ an '. tat tad of - man. In "Jane
a..ore " and "Lady June Gray" , we see this emphasis upon pity ratner than upon
terror.
Rowe was by no means the first to iTinitate Shakespeare. Dryden had
written "All for Lov? " as early as 1677, and wita greater fid-jlity to nis
model. It is however, as a critic of Shakespeare that Dryden is most inter-
esting, and since he exercised 3uch an influence on the early eighteenth
century, some space should be given to his critical judgment.
Dryden was classicist enough to argue that the three unities "ought to
1. "King Lear, a Tragedy altered from Shakespeare."
J
3. ("The Tragical history of King KichardIII. M )
2. ("Shakespeare in the .Eighteenth Century." p24.
cf
bo cbservod in every regular play," but ht was scholar enough to know that
among the ancients, even ^>rIstotl« and i.orace never advocated unity of plaoo.
In the "iSssay of .Dramatic Poesv" no gives oxamplos to prove that thougn tho
Jreeks adhorod to unity of plaoo in practice, they often £rodde»d auaurdltiss
in doing so. In another essay ho goes 30 far as to stato tho tho time limit
for oomedy should not bo more than twenty-four or thirty hours, but that In
tragedy "tne design is weighty, and the persons great; therefore, fc*w»**«w,
tnoro will naturally be required a greater space of tine in wnich to move
them". Like other sane oritios, Dryden of course, considered \inity of aotion
as always essential. His defence of the other two was never very ardent. lo
tno French Dryden rightfully gave tne credit for a slavish subservience to
the rules. ?o him, the rule of the uaities was a counsel of perfection,
both in practice and in theory.
A groat deal could be ab wt Ins great "Essay of Dramatic r-oesy"
whicn contains a splendid tribute to Jhakespeare by a discerning and appre-
ciative critic. He was, says Dryden, "tne man who of all nodern, and perhaps
3
ancient poets, had the largest and most comprehensive soul". While ho admits
low comic touches and traces of bombast, 1.1 acknowledges ohakespeare. Dryden'
criticism, while perhaps not wholly consistent as a body is ^enurkable corning
from a man wno is with * ope the best representative of the jinglish classical
school, uis alleged inconsistencies nay perhaps be explained by acknowledging
, tat Dryden was too great a critic to be confined irlthin the narrow limits
of classicism.
In tne period after 1700, a period when Dryden' s influence was very
strong, there wore two noteworthy attempts to edit the vorks of Jhakespeare,
1. (assays of Jonn Dryden,P.58
.
)
2. (A Defence of an *ssay of Dramatic roesy ^.l^O.
)
3. (Essay of Dramatic rioe8y,i> .79.)
r
9.
The first of these, in 170*^ was by Nicholas Howe^-whoyiimself a poet,
brought a certain sympathy to the work. Jiaoe the Shakespeare folios had
never been oompared and properly edited, lows' s work should have bean jue
of olarifioat i W| but 33 little was known about textual oritioisra at the
time that we cannot blame how© for doing little more than commenting upon
Shakespeare's neglect of the rules and the extent of his learning. *he
most valuable part of Howe's edition, aside from placing in the hands of
readers a rather garbled Shakespeare, was iiis life of the poet* This was
translated into French and appeared word for word in La plaoe's translation
of 1745. 2ae oommoxily held belief in the de^r-stealing >pisoie 09 truiel
to Howe.
The second edition of Shakespeare was rope' s, which appeared in 172b.
y^ile superior to Hope's in its clarification of j-riuia passages, it left
nudi to be desired, rfith practically no knowledge of the sixteenth century
or interest in it, Pope could not oe expected to produce valuable textual
criticism. Added to nis ignorance of dlizaoetnan timo3 was iis-4aok of
"the patience requisite for a thorough silting of thj text", w^th these
faults, however, w*»nt a clear percepti .< . <" 'A,-) giviatiiosi of Shakespeare.W dan £.
If Pope's edit ioa -Hrfatj=ta more than call attention to discrepancies in the
j»r
texts of editing f jHjs, •••> w >ul \ . >.; i .. . » p-i/ ? t io .ix* Lit
A
The return to Shakespeare, which was aided by the growth >f sensi-
bility after 1700, was given add impetus by the edition! Of Lowe and
Pope. Previously available to none but the few fortunate owners of the
original folios, Shakespeare could now be -read by all who were Interested*
Howe and Pope were followed by a series of editors w&o^through --.If a cen-
tury, debated the question of Snakespeare' s learning, Lis violation of the
rules, and his genius.
'("Cambridge history of English Literature, Vol. X, P. 77.)

10.
Not coat ant with editing ohakespears Rowe triad to imitate aim. How
successful ha was can be seen at mt by reading -is "Jane Shore", the style
of otdah is only faintly matnlleant of that of "Richard III ." The large
number of oliar-ji H -rs, is reduced to nine, the actio a simplified in accor-
dance with ^Vench notions of tr&g \
•
, -nl Jane, wrio is merely Mentioned in
"Richard III ." Dec ernes the leading character, 2o satisfy the new and grow-
ing middle class morality, Jane, the repentant sinner, is an outca&t wno ex-
hibits not a single glimmer of spirit and wno dies to pay for her trans-
gressions. »Vhether Howe successfully imitate* Shakespeare iS beside t d
polit . The fact is that n* wanted to Imitate him rather thaa Oorneille.
Hew editions oi' Shakespeare, imitations, and adaptations gave rise to
much criticism in th* early ftig&t ••nth c-ntury. la Aadison we have a more
fastidious if far less profound • -itio l&aa Jryden. Like the latter, Addi-
son admits the genius of Shakespeare and acknowledges tha useles.nass of
trying to judge him by the rules of ola lloal drama. Addison's criticism
is more in the nature jf pissing comment tha.; oC susi .A \-> " argument, but he
MHHM some startlingly sensible observations which reveal the thougnpof a
man of taste and liscer xaent • Like Dryaen, he admired the great trench
tragedies; his "Oato " it proof enough, but he goes further t xan Dryden in
that he re z agnizes the power of genifes to pro duo-- greater beauty by deviat-
ing from established rules. "There is," says adbison, "more beauty La the
works of a groat gentta who is Ignorant of the rul«s of artg than in the
vrorks of a little gl ials, wno not raly knows but scrupulously observes thim.-'
In Dryden and Addison we have two man of the classical period praising
She beauty of Shakespeare, and while admitting certain faults la him, a.: '.us-
ing him from a strict observance :>? the rules of trench drama on the score of
his goiuis.
1. {Spectator, iio» 5y2.i
V
11.
John Dennis was o more severe cMli of uhakesp»iar» titan Addison was.
He regrets Shakespeare* s lacK of learning -ad Ms ignor^nc^ or -;lasiical
ruL^^. ills ignorance pu's Mm at a disadvantage, Jeanis thinks
,
for, ''if
he had had the advantage of art and learning, be would Lave surpassed the
very best and strongest of the .vacients ." Shakespeare "was neither master
of time eaough to consider, correct, and polish what lie wrote., to Ml«r 0 to
y
-id bo Lt, and bo retreach from it." His chief faults, according to Jennis,
wire "his perpetual rambles ,"*the triplicity of action "in Ms plots, Ms
carelessness in "tho exact distribution of poetical justice", and "the
3
length of time employe-, in the carrying >a -is draraatio action". With all
his faults, however, "Snaksspeare wa^ one of the greatest genuls >s that the
world e'er saw for the tragic stage". His "beauties were entirely Li3 ovx,
and owing to the force of his own feature j whereas ..is faults rero • dag oo
iii ) lx sat i >i aid I j :i- 1. i -,' i . " id.
Jennis oases much jf his orltlolani Upon "Ooriolanus" , which he rewrote
in an effort bo distr Urate "poetical justice" more to Lis liking and to im-
prove "lines that are stiff, harsh, and unmusioal". While Dennis sterns
narrow and sopotin^s p-tTvniM'nj » Shakespeare, L- fas, in spirit, not very
differs Lt si -j.-yiea and rope. Ail tares admired classical miles and
standards, in some respects DennisMts more consistent than these arltios,
for he kblAod by the rules o? the an Loots a id made no exception in the as.se
? Shakespeare.
1. Original Letters. On the SouRi and ./ritings of Shakespeare, P. 571,
2. " " " " " " " " P. 400.
3. Original Letters, Bo Juda- Isoarlot. P. 73.
4. Original Letters. On tne denatfs and ./ritings of Shakespeare, 571.
b. « h m it m ti H 403,

12.
Pope's •dition carried .. pr - -» i i rhi-Vt ^1* a-atio.- s^t Cortti wbat he
considered the axoelleaoiaa *ad the fault.' >f ohakespeara. His beauties^
Pope believes derive directly from <iature itself, for "the poetry of Jhake-
speare was inspiration ind-?-»d; h* is not so raaoia an imitator as m tnstru-
1 • x
; >£ qatu and 'tis aot so just to aay that he speaks from her, as thai
/
ihe ipeaks thro 1 him". Thus nature receives tha oredit for making him an
'*
) ' iginal" • Granted that Shakespeare* • natural gifts were v-*ry gr«at, nat
.re can hardly agree vita f?->p<* ul.at "there is seen no labor, no pains to
ralM than {the passions); no preparation to guide our guess to tha affeat,
> * be g^roeiyed to lead toward it : . iVhon he praises the variety and strik-
i. ig individuality o" the characters, we oan only a '.tpiiesca*
as for the faults of jnake spears rope is very conscious of them and
their* oaus-s, for"hs declares that'h-' h- 'rtainly written better, -i > ne
1
5
iVj pviaps "lltn vori- thin any Dther*! His fault3, rope believes, were
due to ba# necessity of gtlaaaing <•: . • Lowar classes and "without assistance
or advioe from the learned" • In this way Pope accounts for "unnatural
events and incidents the most verbo- • and bombast expression; the most
r
pompous rimes, and thundering versification." SZhat else could be e;:pected
from him who was "without education- -without that -oiowledge of the best
models, the ancients^to inspire him with an emulation, of them" . *
Pope could hardly be eicpeotel to ignore tiie question of Shakespeare's
learning. In a very excellent passage he deolares that "there is certainly
a vast difference between learning and languages" ,7 and that lie considers it
"no great matter, if a man has oiowledge, whether he has it from me
language or from another*, itotning is more evident than that he had taste
of natural philosophy, mechanics, ancient and modern history, poatloal
Learning %*A myt.x jlogy" . Furthermore union of ids supposed ignorance
//Ine Works of Snakeapeare, r1 . 1. £?ne Works of Shakespeare , P. 5.
f,
.i h p # 3# £ „ « .. h p # 6#
3. „ „ „ h p# 4# *j m m „ ., p. 9.
f
•
•• " " P. 6. ^" " " " P. 9.

1*.
has been the fault of editors, and "it is not certain tliat any one of Lis
plays was published by himself**. Interpolations by aotors and editors
have, then, mad; it Impossible to judge Shakespeare fairly.
As for the rules, * ope exonerates Shakespeare from failure to od-
serve tiiem. "To judge——jf Shakespeare by Aristotle^ rules is like try-
y
ing a man by the laws of one country wno aoted under taose of another."
Pope conclude his by 1 ik . ilj, • ~ Shakespeare *4r*>s "an ancient piece
of (iothio architecture compared with a neat lodera building. The latter
is more elegant and glaring, but tne former is more str nig and more sul-ma."
Thus Pope excuses Shakespeare for ignorance or neglect of the rules,
condemns -is irregularities aa faults of vis audiences or hia editors^ ad-
raits his knowledge of men, and aokruwledgea Wis great natural gifts. Aa
a whole, the essay is much more favorable to Shakeapeara than one would
expect from a classicist like Pope.
The opi .lions of Drydsa are not so very different from t:iose of *ddi-
ajn, Howe, Dennis, and Pope, all of whom seem to hav .5 been influenced by
lira. All talked of clasaioal rules, of Shakespeare's learning, and of the
unfettered freedom of his plsya, but all acknowledged la j>itds.
The first t verity five years of the century witnessed a return to Shake-
speare a; shown by tne Wo editions of his vorks, imitation and adaptations
of .-lis plays by Howe, Tate, Oibber and others, and the oritioiam of men like
Dennis, Addis Dn, and Pope, Ifoon of the new interest in Shakespeare can be
traoed to the increase in sentimental literature following the awakening of
the great middle class after 1700. jfeople hungry for emotional <*.:p > -L lc
after* the gay and frivol jus days of 3harles II looked to Shakespeare as they
looked t j Howe, Steele, and hillo, for s^m*thing to move their sensibilities,
'•The Works of Shakespeare, P. 15.
l» n HUM p # 6#
3, «. n t. n p. 23#
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Chapter III
jfE&wli VUIiOIUi JliJ-WJR J.-Ahjiiii'^Ki about 1730.
Jiiile England was reexamining anakespeare— imitating, editing, and
criticizing aim, i?ranoe began to discover ..is existence. Before 1750
3hakespsare was little more than a name in j?ranoe; but owing to the efforts
of LeBlanc, PreVost, and V)ltaire, .ill if whom visited England between 1725
and 1735, books periodicals, ana lett'9-s int^ohuced to jfrenc men a new
literary genius. All three visitors were impres;.ed nta the freedom of
ilnglisn institutions, pnrticalarly religion and government. a11 were shocked
pt at tne bad taste -..id the lack of conformity to the rules Id the English
theater; but at least two of them were filled with a dasire to make j3haks-
speare known to iranoe.
Le31ano's visit Was frifi lea t important, ah abbe^witu all the pre-
judioes aau pett}* meannesses whica mad-3 so many abbss disliked in the France
of his time, a man who accepted the authority of classical rules as he ac-
cepted the dogmas of his cjiuro::, naturally did not contribute any valuable
criticism of o;.ake speare. In his book, "Lettras d'u.i Francois a Londr^sw .
published in 1745, but written much earlier, we find him indulging in shock-
ed invectives against Jhakespeara' s violation of the rules, his use of blank
verse, the low oomedy touches in "hamlet", tne impropriety of Oaesar's appear-
ing in his nightcap, the mixture jf comedy and tragedy, the presence of ghosts
and witches, a series of dislikes which were justified by the conventions of
the time, but by nothing more. In all fairness it must be admitted tiiat Le Blanc
spoke of shakespeare as "a great poet' 1 , and laid his faults to _iis country ed-
ucation, he included in :.is book translations from several of lite tragedies
that his readers might see for themselves *hat shocking taste the jinglish had.
L* Abbs'Prevost, ranavay from his monastery, sollier, and ej:ile escaped
to iingland while Voltaire was there, but tuer* is no r-aoord tnat the tito met.
/ .
ILsttrei d'un franoais, V oi . II. P. ,4 )
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Of t:i9 three visitors, Prevost, later the author of "['anon Losc^ut " f was
tiie most favorably impressed b; the English ways, especially oy English
literature. 3y training a classicist, but by inclination a romanticist,
he disapproved of Shakespeare's insane heroines and low comedy scenes, It
tae same time he had an unusual appresiati in of the subline elements in
"H&m^e
,
t
f
"
.
"Q thall
o
'1
. and otner tragedies, and an enthusiasm which led aim
/
to make Icnown to French readers the literature of England. Upon his re-
turn to France , i i 1751, ne spent uea-ly a soo <.*•-< . years in spre-. iag a
knowledge jf English writers, Prevost was not a good critic, nor was he
a thorough - going admirer jf Shakespeare. He was, however, no more hos-
tile than Howe or Pope. '2o nis credit be it said that he attempted .what
Pope had not thought of doing: ne triod to find a history of Elizabethan
•t
times ac an aid in tae under staudi Shakespeare • Readies b to say, there
was none. Prevost worked for years to popularize ^nglisn writers in France
and translated many works, particularly those of Hichardson.
It remained for Voltaire to make onakospeare really known to rrance,
for Prevost had the reputation of an enthusiast whose efforts were acknowl-
edged, but whose opinions p»rs discounted* Voltaire, e.-ziled to England in
1726, made the acquaintance of a country so unlike ais own that he was fillflcl
«i with wonder and adiairation. he learned English in order to absorb jSng-
lish literature, religion, politics, and philosophy as soon as possible.
Uhe best that England had to offer was his* He was welcomed by Pope, Boling-
broke, FalkneY, and Swift. Dhe theater inter ist-sd hi::i, >.nd it vas lot i \j
before Itnessed - performance >f "Julius gaesar" which aroused -iis en-
thusiasm in spite of his classical ideals. Before he left England in 1729,
Voltaire had swallowed more Shakespeare than his classical training could
well digest. Besides a series of letters bo his friends in Paris urging
• U'emoires d»un hoiame de fcuallt^, P. 67.
J
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them to learn i*nglisn and read English books, Voltaire published his
impressions of England Is nis "Lettres An^lalses" (1753), which appear^^/
^J^the next year in France. Upon the appearance ot this work in France,
it was burned by the hangman because Voltaire's praise of English insti-
tutions wa. an implied criticism of conditions in France. He continued
nis enthusiasm for ^n^rland during the years immediately following his re-
turn to France, imitating J^akespeare in his "Brutus " . "kort do JeVir".
and "Zaire "
.
fy" Since Voltaire's early criticism of dnakespeare is fairer tnan hia later
savage attacks upon the :oan from whom he learned so (flfteJXg it ED*y be veil
to state a few of the ideals jf French tragedy wl th which Shakespeare came
into conflict. Jo Voltaire the unities were sacred; they were true, for
had not the Greeks discovered in ^ture tn j mold which Goileau had shown
by reason to be the only true one for tragwdyf To doubt the reasonable-
ness of the rules v-s to drabt reality itael£i ^e can scarcely imagine
'
_L - shock Hamlet '', or even "Julius Oaesar ", was to Voltaire. The
passing of months, indicated, by _ m**-- .» _ ' ; 1.. tao coarse j * in
nour < was to him an utter absurdity, and the work of a man whose imagination
had run aviy vith .lis judg.wnt.
Another practice of Shake spe:*re filth wnic. /jltaire was in violent
disagreement MM I- .1 .ture of trajfoly awl fars-.-i. i) Voltaire, a olassi^-
Cist to his finger tips, ft play waf eitu^ i comely, vhiVn lined to Amuse,
or a feragedy, w.iich. aimed to teach by arousing pity and terror. To mix the
two had not occured to tiie Greeks, among whom tae same man was never a cre-
ator of both g-nr-ss. ii'he same was true of Corneille and iiacine w:.o wrote
tragedies unrelieved by comic touches, /oltaire considered tragedy the
2-
most dignified literary form, ./hat mast have been ..is horror at ••lag
grarO-diggera toss skullu about as they j jked with th« tragia ixmro, Hamlet'
' (Oeutfros, 7ol. IfXSf F 148.) Ooutf-es , 7ol. VII P *65.)
(
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Tragi - comedy was to /jltaira a hybrid moustwr chained by neither the
/
rules of trage ly aor of comedy.
Violation of the rules and the mixture of tragedy and >.: y rare
/
tue two faults Mi c voltaire most scathingly condemned. The treatment
of love as a mara episode in the tragic action • lOth-r o>7 ..iy orltl-
•{isms of ihakespeare. Voltaire baliavad that love was more properly a
subject for comedy than for trage ly unless it 'ominat-d the play ->8 a tar-
s'
rible and all-absorbing pas-ion. Ha condemned the int redfteti on jf love
episodes and oiteu the neglect of lo ' - \. i ureek tragedies. Jvan Coraeille
had offandea on this score, but l-tecine had treatea t„is sraotion satlsfaa-
5
torily, at laast in a manner pleasing to Voltaire. It is interesting to
note that Voltaire' s "Merope". a play of maternal affection, lias ?io .>tnar
lova theme, while ..is " £ai're " follows the tragia. models of Racine in whioh
love is the ruling pat si on. upi.elia's pitiful love for Hamlet seemed to
/:>ltaire entirely out of place in a play of vengeance, and her insane bab^ic-
U
(r\ings were to aim ah^ exuiniti on of bad taste.
Perhaps all of Voltaire's adverse criticism of Shakespeare can be in-
cluded under the head of taste. When we speak of taste in connection with.
/oltair-*, s .n-m^ ii -lus: C ->'.-L _ 1 ; > • *l ij :.j tis scurrilous attack on
Jeanne d'Arc in HLu Pusoello " or the countless Instances of bad manners,
lit friary ind iocial, which made him thoroughly anted by many. Therefore
it is well to admit at one* that the vord taste is used here in a restrict-
ed sense as applied to his judgment of tragedy, apic poetry, and those forms
rhleh were supposedly fixed by tv^ ation. .Vhen he wrote or talked &-jr tra-
gedy, .'oltaire's taste is above reproach, nis natural fastidiousness was
heightened by the classical influence if xLacine and Boileau, and there is
Mdeutfres, Vol II, P. 318) -3.(0eu*res, Vol IV, P. 8.)
A,K " B IV, P. 182 4i " IV, P. 501.)
and Vol V; P. 5.)
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no denying the accuracy of Ms taste withi i fine bouidaries j~ his ol-s.ii-
oal training* Applying the yardstick of mil* and >.onventien v/„i k ujileau
had fashioned, he was sincere in his Oblation t > puaaiag rabbit ia
Julius Jaesar ". the jesting grav-j-diggers ia "Hamlet ", and tne stran^,-
j^Ving of Jesdemona. These things revolted and shocked him when thay appearficl
-*sp la tragedy, that HMt Uoly of art formi
•
Without going further iato ihakespyare' s violations of all the cannis
of baste ml . .j Itaire held sacred, it ia e^ideat that English tragedy was
very diffeiviat from French. Tne ideal rrench tragedy followed the rule of
the -unities, nad few characters, was ievor a mixture of tragedy and comedy,
either omited love or treated it as a fatal passion, ana, in general, un-
formed to the taste of Voltaire who was the most representative classicist
jf als age.
The iatarast in dhakespeare wl.ioli was stirred by LeBlanc, Prevost, and
Voltaire, together wit:- the deoand for translations of owlft. Pope, Addison,
Steele, and #ther anglisn writers was called ia France Anglo-mania, a symptom
of beginning revolt against the restraints oC clas i ;i a, and a friendliness
toward literature jutside of the alassii-il tradition, heading and speak-
iag jSnglish became the vogue*
Tne welcome given to Jnglisn literature* and the work of r'renchmen like
Lallotte strengthened the trend away from tradioija. j^akotte minimized the
importance .of the first two of the uniti"»3 and urged as more important than
3
even unity of aotioa a fourth tiiat of iatei*'->st. Tnis fourth essential of
tragedy, *ocordi ng u-j i*d«ofcte, r^s aev ,r vu>-y different from the action which
jhake spear e might have had. iter more radical than nis de-iial of the first two
u.iitiss aad his substitution for than o? n'lity of latere r.> lis insist-
ence that prose was more suited tj tragedy than poetry, x^iiotte's general
criticism sterns some /hat ipestacular ia its originality, aad its good s^nse
A vOeuvres, Vol XXII.P. 484) 3.(Las Paradoxes juittarair^s , P. 449. J
^.j m » YII ,P. 501} H " " " *•
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it questionable* 2h« faot that he was a popular aad frequent visitor to
the various salons, and that ha had a large following merely Indicates
the drift of opinion away from classicism.
Shakespeare, who was a direct oiiall»mge to the rules of rYench tra-
gedy, shocked even the broad-mindea xrevost, but French visitors to Eng-
land w«;re fascinated by his genius and were '»agjr to make aim known in
j?rance. Shakespeare was introduce*, into France together with many other
ilnglish autaors, but bscause he was so different from Jorneille and liacine,
he could aot bt placed, let alone accepted, at once* x'aste in *rance had
to change befor« 6u ali^n a witer of tragedy oould be understood.
I,
20.
vSnapter IV .
Increased • Interest in Shakespeare In England, 1730-1750.
2he return to ahakespeare in Jlngland during the first thirty years of
the century shewed itself In increased iatares!; in th-j man, his works, and
crilioal estimates jf ais place in literature in the next twenty years. Jhe
reasons for this interest were an increase In sensibility, a Rowing appre-
ciation of nature, and the rise of the "gravayard schojl" of poetry, ,/ith
these forerunners of oantieiam preparing tho way, Jarrick could produce
Shakespeare at i/rury Lane before appreciative audiences, and meanwhile, crit-
ics worked unoeasingly to settle the questions jl Shakespeare' s genius, his
learning , and his rank.
th% emotional hunger aroused by "H?^o Jonsciou^ covers " and "Jane Juor*s u
still demanded sentimental faro* In tx.e theater, "f^e London Llerc^ant*
(1731) was played before thousca" >f meping play-goora» Jhe sins of George
3arawell and the patience jx the noble and forgiving merchant were the occa-
sion for floods >f sympa hetic tea i.i the realm of the novel, lii chard-
son's tearful heroines were pitied and wept ovor frith the utmost abandon.
Added to the sickly sentimentality of the domestic tragedy and the novel,
in both of which real fooling seemed absent, was the Impetus given to emo-
tionalism by the rise of Methodism. Jhitefield and ./esley appealed to the
HttKf ro.fh.er- fhdh to iheMead
)
bhd d^erp her- a t«Ct^4 i +v o d di
universal sign of the Innate goodnes >f nan. Jnder such conditions, hard
indeed was the heart jf him who could not weep for" hamlet, Lear, or Desdemona.
Oaring the ago jf xlryden and Pope, "t;je proper study of mankind" was
"man" and the world of external nature existed chiefly in formal gardens and
for decorati/a purposes. Jountry life was nous id »r . stupid and primitive.
Vith the new importance given to the innate 30)<li'~, o? man, Ivan of mur-
derers like George Sarnwell, sympathy was extended to country folk ana to
tne poor, 1787, negro slaves were included, and the abolition movement
[ is say on Linn)
r
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was jii its way.
The middle Slast maw fairly comfortable and able to make itself felt,
and profiting by the establishment of freeuom of the press, read more wide-
ly. Its consciousness of its own moral integrity coupled ,vith its sense of
kinship with ill men, gave it tears to shed for those less fortunate than
itself. ijYom sympathy for men who lived t^e hard life of the farmer, it was
a short step to an interest in the natural conditions which prouuced his aid
lot. It is not surprising that Jhomson's "Seasons " was extremely popular
after 1730. It opened men's eyes to the world of sheepsLearers .;nd plowmen
seen gainst a background of changing nature. Dyer and Ramsey wrote in the
same vein, a vein far from the ex%uber^nt Elizabethan flavor of "when icicles
hang by the wall", but at the same time, a far ory from the nature of Pope
and Dryden.
• Meditation up jii the changing seasons :ina their effect upon nam, together
with i sentimental attitude toward country life produced fcht so-called "grave-
yara sthool" with its areamy dwo tliu
,
upon death. Collins and Gray treatad a
sadness not ualiKe tint darker moods of the melanchjly Dane or Jacuues. ,/t
cannot over-eotita.ito t;.o import .aoo of Ci e ~ riy ^n.-s. s ->f romanticism tniam
made Shakespeare* s way easier.
A.8 if in response to a need for more genuine lad powerful emotions than
those provided by Lillj, Hort, or tiit "gravoyaru. school" there appeared at
the Drury Lane Theater in 1741 the great David GarriCK.. Passionately devoted
to Shakespeare, he produced twenty-four of ..is Lays and played seventeen
Shakespearean roles in the next twenty-five years. If more wai needed to
brinr the attention jf the people to their grtatest dramatis genius, Garrick
supplied it. Thttt iflio had wept at ti.e domestic tragedies of hiilo ana Lore,
now wept over the domestic annappimtss j£ Hamlet, Lear, and Othello. Until
1776, Garriok played Shakespeare In London and made two trips to Paris, whore
he gave scenes from several of the plays and was received with .uonor.

,/hile readers in general were be in;, prepared ior Shake spear • by a
steady turning away from reason in the direction of eraot ion.-lism, the
critics and editors -vers busy wit:< ether mutters. Criticism of the edi-
tions of Faowe ana Pope had fired other editors to improve upon the acoura-
ey of these early attempts. Public interest requirea more and clearer
texts. As a result, taree new editions were published between 1720 and
1750: Theobald's in 1732, h. rimer's i.i 1744, and .Varburton's in 1747.
Sac of taese editors prefaced : is wor^ oy interesting comments upon the
errors of the other editions und g ive his theories -bout EHxtke speare' s
neglect of the rules md the extent of his learning. They nad profited
by the work of Rowe and Pope and cleared the way for greater critics.
Of the three, rfarburt on probably dia the moat valuable work. Ee at
least had a better understunuing of the functions of an eaitor than did
his preuecoss ors , whom he acoused of doin; only the first of three duties,
"amending the corrupted text where the printed books ifford no assistance."
The other functions of an eaitor he thought should be "explaining the
licentious phraseology ind jbscure allusions and illustrating tie beauties
I
jf the poetry". This .; .s the first time that there hud been any definite
statement of the ei iter's jusineas. ./nether iVarourton eucoeeaed in follow-
ing his own theory is another m .tter.
The criticism of Theobald, - .nmor, nu .. .r burton r.;s mainly textual
md rightly so, since clarification of the texts was painfully neeaed. In
the case of tfarburton, however, tuere are signs of a more modern approach to
the subject of criticism. Like l'Abbe Prevost, he saw the necessity for
-aowleuge j£ - poet's period ana the peculiarities >f the language of his
time ii' i critic were to jud a oorroctly -nd understandingly.
Besides the criticism of the editors, the middle -of the century yield-
ed the more frankly critical worx 3f Harris j Upton, _nd Guthrie • Lor - aid
/ (eighteenth Century iiss^ys, P. 98)
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mors, the mestions of Shakespeare's learning and his violation of the
rules gave placs to appreciation of his gonial and an attempt to evaluate
nis ««rlt* Jamas H-rri-, though not a prolific writer, maue one observa-
tion hioh.OO far as I ivaow, h~d not oeen made befora his time. He ad-
aaced tne theory that gonial is not prior to rules but that "ruies from
the beginning existed in their own minds (minds of tno geniusas), and
were a part of that immutable trutn, which is eternal and everywhere.
Aristotle, -."? nj aiu iot fora li onor
,
Sophocles, ~nd Euripides; it was
/
homer, Sophocles, anu Euripides that formed vTistotlo". Wbea we consider
the gall' between this iae I ana 3jileau*s, that molds for the various liter-
ary forms .7ere forever fixed anu. un-it .ruble, \ve can see how radical the
1 a :r /i- : really w . . Harris left room i'or new theories proviaecs that
geiiius made then necessary, While ooile ua Shut jut originality, for with
the latter, rulas cSUrae before genius.
John Upton, .vriiin; ..i*. " Oritioal Go^rrv.ui -a a.. ... . . - r g* i L . 17-46,
had the advantage of Knowing sometning -bout the Sliaabethan period. Instead
of tne barbarous ,;e it .7as supposed to have been, Upton discovered that it
Til "a learned ago when even the court ladies learnt Greek", he further
observed that Shakespeare, supposed to have nad no learning, can. nued con-
siderable :cnowlodge
->n the petrt of his readers if tney were to understand
him* He pointed out vith oeaoiderable clearness that the pre-occupatioa of
eighteenth century critics waa not with what jnakospeare actually wrote but
with what he should have written. In many respects Upton aatiolpated the
realistic school in his opinion that "rough works" snoulu not bo avoided
3
"if the subject ioe . trsfc and rough". rt/Lat a change from tho nicety of Aadison
Upton Wat a discriminating if somewhat impatient critio. The neglect
of Shakespeare's wor.es by critics uibbled ovor tx»e unities of time and
place disgusted him, ana ne pleadou flatly for unity of action as ti e only
'(Tne «/orks of James Harris, P. 4b£.
^(Critic! Observations on oi.akespeare. sf . 15.)
3.( " " " fm 21* j
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one necessary in tragedy. Unaer this juq rula he justified clowns and
grave-diggers (though lie eonsideron Richard III -nd dhylock^ unfit for
presentation ja the puolie stage) on tne gr junu that such cnar-cters
were -i necessary part of the ~«.ctioa of the play ..nu ia no way tii.truna jus •
fits a sinosre admiration for Jhakespeare, Upton did not excuse him for
"confounding tne manners of the ago .v^ioh -a is do scribing it- ti.osu in
vailon ha lived". On the ./^ole, Upton offered tue most sensible „nd under-
standing criticism of : is ti^.e.
VllllauB Gutu^ia, a man of no great nepti; of scholarship, said aothing
new about oiiajtsspeare . That ne would rehash the ola matter of hit learn-
ing, iiis violation of tue rules, nu his bad t-^ste aval to be expected. The
only ne.v notv ; .s . is uouunoition of o^e r'rencx tenners and "the tinsel
jr.laments of the Pencil Academy" t ,/itn patriotic indignation he called upon
Snglishmen to "observe the h ;nor of our country, that ncitner the practice
of her poets, nor the example of their patrons jould extinguish in the minds
of the people, their lova for their darling writer". Bnough has been said
to shown that Guthrie was no critic. His importance lay in his more or less
contagious Bh mpionship of oh-icespeare whom he defended against xjrench crit-
aios in general ma l'Abbe'Le Blaae in particular. Guthrie oelieved in the
rules, but consistency did not prevsiit him from eulogizing JhuKespeare '
s
neglect of them.
3y 175o the ferae fl of it burgeoniag romanticism nad made the patn of
ohakeapeare -nl easy one* Tx-rae new editions of his worics had -poeared after
those of Rowe .-aid Pope, ma tne matter of to. tuil oritioism • s oeiu .oly
tceomplished. Pne uestion of ohakespeara's learning and his neglect of th~
rules agitated people less thaa durin.g the first thirty years of the century.
/, (Critical Observations on dnaice speare, P. 157.)
>, (An iissay upon laglili: Prugedy, P. 10.)
t
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Harris -nd Upton offerea ijue first really juuiai -1 criticism jf his wor*ts
,
while Guthrie hotly defended i-im agftimat Le Bl^no -ad his other rrencx. ©no
miss* Is 1750 there was no reul .uestijn a oaoernin^ the :j&aius of Shake-
speare, nor wa. ti»ere sj much talk of his hayinf; written easily, by some
i.appy inspiration, rather tixan by rule. Insteau of the letter view, crifc"
jfics began to oelieve t--t Shakespeare dia follow rules, but riot~tx. jse of
iiYencx, tragsoy. Ihia ae v attitude came aoout from 1 better u iders toucan*;
of ti ^ clliz'.ibet;;un psrioa.
/\
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ItffalfftPFIff* GAINd GROUND .LOWLY in jfRANOJS . 1730-1750.
By 1750 ohakespeare had all out won ais rightful place in Suglaifft as
the greatest of tragi 3 posts, From 1730 to 1750, France n^z only beginning
to discover him. The slavish following of rules in accordance wltfi which
the great seventeenth Century tragedies were written had resulted in a
dearth If groat play-writers after Jorneille -nd J.aoine. Oo circumscribed
by rule -na convention hid French trageuy become that people aow on the a-
lert for n-r.v .esthetic o perienoes turned to the sentimental Steele and
later to Richardson for w:;at tne drama dia not supply. Indeed the drama
had almost oaased to have a true aesthetic appeal, for the stock ch ..r-ct^-rs,
bombastic speeor.ee, sad limited circle of -ction which had been fastened
upon it by the wors; ipers of form far form's sake had nearly killed it. Only
the valiant efforts of Crebillon. amd Voltaire kept it -live at all. i few
conventional situ- 1 ions, a btiltad diction, and a blind .,dherence to the
rules 1 ad replaced that emphasis upon those huaoks emotions which ;re at ^11
times the same, those universal emotions which were Censiderod too barbarous
for tragedy, i'his narrowness which cramped the tragic poet and kept his
attention upon critical rules rather thaa upon creation, may be called, for
lack of - batter name, irtlstic insensibility. 2here was something hostile
in this decadent classical attitude tow ru Shakespeare, even in the f ^c-; ^f
the epidemic of ^.n;lo-mania waich. was t: an prevalent in France.
7r.e classical spirit, then, was hostile to everything for w) ich Shake-
speare stood. 2 i accept him as a great tragic writer w.s to throw aside
tradition, the rook upon Which classicism stood. If the Greeks I aa uis-
covered literary forms in nature in much the same way that' Newton discovered
the law of gravitation, and if Oorneille .aid T.acine i.ai. imitated t;.«m with a
success which proved the truth -na soundness of these forms, there was no
room for Shakespeare vith his freedom from rule. This belief in tradition,
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in one tradition, is toll expressea by 3rumoy, who sulci, "She ancient
and the modern theater .igree ia not allowing -t ill, subjects vruian >re
feiaea or tnose wuioi: ;>.re bora of the poet's imagination". #hat of the
ghost cf Hamlet's fitaar, the witches ia "jgaebyjh ", Oulib.n, -au oriel?
It was aot mere belief ia tradition /. Lch opposea ouakespeare, but belief
in a tr iciitioa which could aot be cha.ngou , jt even questioned by the ori-
ginality of any genius whose method aifforeu from the traditional one,
Vjltaire was, if course, the most important and zealous defender of this
view.
.another outgrowth of cl-.Swicisia v- further barrier to .h^kespeare'
s
progress in FiMM v s the growing fait;, iu reason, reason not only in the
sense of balance -na coramoa .ienae, but reason at skepticism. Ihfi second
iCind of reason was the philosophical spirit. It, too, was i.ostile to -rt.
Its ouoiaess was .7ith fact and .vita scientific truth; with beauty it had no
concern, ii'oataaaile, believing in reason -i the source of ull Knjwiedge,
wrote against the miraculous -tad against tae religious superstiti jms of an-
*- 3
clent 8 and moderns • —iowI Id , rather t;..in power, art, or whatever the emo-
tioa-1 correspondent is f #as l is province ^s it .'/.~s iiiyle's. .Vhut could
such men see to admire in * aramatibt w:.o put into i.is plays witches, faires,
- jsts, -.ad a monster like J lib .n?
Restating the rules and conventions which 3oile«tu had supposedly fixed
forever, _>coupied the defenders or classical tr*-;euy. meantime the pi.iio-
s opnioal spirit was a Ireay beginning th „..t a..uiaation of r ...sun .vhich pro-
dated the encyclopedists. Along with thise two forces of rsus oa, the rising
tidi ef sentiment swept on with new impetus received from English writers,
among them Lillo, whose "London Merchant" was translated into frsaoh in 1748.
The greatest of the sentiment. .1 novelists was translated by 1' Aob^ Prevost
,
"P -me la" in 1741-1742, and " Qlarissa " in 1754. Voltaire, more enthusiastic
1
' (L*i YVeatra das Graces, Vol. I, P. 210.)
-MOeuvres, VolIV, P. 170.)
3( " ?•! III, P 197.)
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for the new, thaa ooasistent, praisea Li lit aad Richardson -ad produced a
fairly saatiiaentil comeay of ; is own, " L'jSnf.-.at Prodlfrue" > Frjm 1730 tt
1750, the influence of Voltaire's "Lettres Phllogopi.iruog" (1754), together
with -,Le P3ur et lo Oontrc ". a periodical edited by Prevost and devoted to
Baglish literature, created a vtgue for iinglish writers. Haturally enough,
Shakespeare was not overlooked, and hit battle to the death with classicism
tame nearer and nearer.
Both Lille and Richarason bad their ifrenoa parallels in Llarivaux, La
Chaussee, ..-ma later in Diderot, La Chaussee to a greater extent thaa Lari-
vaux, introduced into his comedies the copious tears of injured virtue. In
"Le Pre.iu^e" a 1~. Ljde ". "L'ScA-s u:-s Lares ", ma "ivlel^nlde" occurred that
new mixture of comedy and tragedy dlled"aomedie lannoyante/ The new empha-
sis upjn emttija seemed in no way a challenge to the classicists, but whether
imported from ilnglaad, ar developed in rraace, it prepared the way for the
acceptance of Snake spe are with ais mere powerful appeal to iaagination aad
fttliag.
Before 1746, taere coulu be in France no reully valuable criticism of
Shakespeare except by those who had aoce s to the English editioas of Rov/t
or Pope. Fra,5neats of a number of the plays had been translated by Vol-
taire, Prevost, and LeBlanc, but there had been no French translation of
the complete works. Gritioism arai largely based apta hearsay or upon frag-
mentary bits often badly translated. Aside from Voltaire and Prevost, the
only critics vorth considering i.ore are Louis Ricooboni and Vauvenarguts.
The first was an Italian actor and critic thoroughly familiar with French
literature. He contributed no original criticism, but he made several ra^h
-
j$ar pertinent refleka'jni; upon the origin aad development of tne English
drama, he advancsu ti.e theory that the tragic writer aimci to please his
audianoe Whose taste is reflected in ais play. la a half flippant way he
tried to discover why English people were not blood-thirsty and cruel since
/. ^•flexions Historiquts, P. 118-139 )
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their tragedies were so gloomy, war-like, and corpse-laden. Since the
English popple wnom ho met were rather pensive and very polite, he de-
cided that the severity of the English olim^ta ~nd its gloominess pre-
dueed a state of revery in the natives, a state from which they oould
be aroused only by the horrors of their tragedies. iTaine later developed
t.'.is theory). A more ti-ougntful contribution of Riccoboni v/askis state-
ment, jrj'o^bly tne result of his stags experience, that horror at a murder
off-stage is usually greater than at that produoeu in full view of the
audience, *jursly this was a more logical reason for objection to Shake-
speare's bleok-oovered stage than to say merely that a convention hud been
broken. n.11 of Riccoboni' s critical comments are worth reading, not because
they are profound, fcoopSaa they are never that, but beoause he mingled inv-
agination and reason at a time when te do so was somewhat daring in a critle.
Vauvenargues died ;t thirty-two after a life of intense suffering borne
with splendid stoicism. At a time when ideals of conduct were found in far
greater profusion in the tragedies of Corneille and Racine than in the lives
or writings of living vriters, ae attacked the over-omphasis upon reason
alone, as a guide to conduct, ana urged a balance of mind, heart, and behavior,
/auvenarguas *.-d a Rousseau like attitude toward htnaan nature^ but he argued
for a recognition of the sr.otion-l springs of i.umaa behavior ratner than for
a slavish following of instinct. At a time whan classicism, the philosophical
spirit, and sentimentality were in control of literature and criticism, he
rg-ued like * man wi*o nad kept i-is balance.
Vauvenar :ixies applied i.is principle of oalance to tne tragi « drama and
found the affectation of greatness, particularly in the heroes of 3jrneille
t
a oause of their lack of naturalness and humanity. Had Corneille pointed
nil her cos as tney were, and not as they ougnt to have been, he would have
2-
been on firmer ground according to Vauvenargues . He was too rauoi: a classicist
£«lOeuvres de Vauvenargues, Vol. IV, P. 75.)
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to accept Jnakespear : . Like Voletaire, his friend, he condemned low scenes
/
and obscure language, but the "oerpotual d*liriun" which he fouad in all
/
of Shakespeare' s plays ho oalled "the delirium of genius". The sanest
comment of the tiue nas made by Vauvonargues when he lament© that >athu-
siastic admirers on the one lido, and dot •* it or-- > » t„ 1. *, .7 ' * 4, <• >-
ventixig a just estimate of Shakespeare's place, fairness was usually the
last considerati j<i of either group
Voltaire, writing to 3oliagbroke shortly aft«r his return to rrance
said, "With what pleasure did I see in London your tragedy of Julius Caesar (
which for a fiundred and fifty years oaa been the delight of your theater*
Assuredly I do not pretend to approve the barbarous irregularities of widen
it is filled; it ia only astonishing that one does not find more In a fork
Oiup^'ssi in an ag5 of igmra 13-;, by a aan eiio did not . 1 > r tven i*atin, and
-2-
wno was master only of his genius." u'rom this quotation it can easily be
seen how much of the attitnde of x'ope and his friends Voltaire had absorbed.
diveu more time to think, his attitude looled greatly, an. in his "Lettres
Pi.ilos )r>niques " . he spoke of ojiake spears* s trageuies as "monstrous farces'*
3
which nad "beautiful scenes, grand and terrible bits". It is intare- ting
to not'* that whatever ue admired in Shakespeare, ne triad to transfer to ths
Tremob drama, lie complained of tiiat d^licaiy of taste which forced _11 scenes
j C horror off stage la iplte of the dreeks in Oedipu; and Plectra .
In nis Discours sur la x'ra^elie ay Brutus (17o0), Voltaire is> almost -n-
thusiastiii about "Jul ius 3ao oar " . Murder on the stagi Wx. new to him, and he
saw in it the possibility of •nliv-ining the languishing rrenoh drama "In
the midst of so many gross faults, eith rihat delight did I see Brutus, still
holding a aword, itainoa /ii,'. L.n >loo I Oaesar, assemble the Homan p90pl©
and speak to them", he exclaims. 'Jne murder of Caesar leads him to compare
tragedy la the tvo oountriee* "Vny", he asks, "is it permitted to 5UT Ixodes
and heroines of the stagi to Dammit suicide, and my are they forbidden to
>, (Discours sur La Iragedie de Brutus. Vol. II. P 316)
>lLettre sur la iVagedie, vol. X£I|, P 148)
^(Oeuvre*, /ol. II, P. 314)
r
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kill anyone else?" He thinks that suicide is just as bloody as murder,
and ilti, jugh he shranK from Shakespeare' s corpse-l-.den. stage, he saw no
reason why a ^renon play should net have a murdar as well as a suicide.
The appearance of ghosts and witches on tne iln<:lish stage also met
with 7oltaire's approval. While he regrets "the intervention of super-
natural beings'1 , tihe dramatic possibility of a scene like the one in which
the spirit •£ Hamlet's fatner speaks was not lost en him. Of course, people
3
"aj longer believe in ghosts", but the Romaas made use of them; and the
iinglish people who believe no more in ghosts than the Romans aid, "see every
day, with pleasure, in tue tragedy of 'Hamlet', the ghost of a king w^ich
appears in the theater". Vjltaire is ready enough" to c-nfjrw to antiquity"
in the case of ghosts.
'.Vhile murdor in view of the audience and tha appearance of ghosts mest
with Voltaire's approval, ne knows the squeaiaisf.ness of French audiences.
He seems up the difference between the drama of the two countries in t^ese
wjrds, "The iSnglisi>man says everything that he wants to; the Frenchman says
Ujnly what he may". 7 At ti.is time, Vjltaire had a aigh opinijn of the iin !;lish
tragic drama. "If tae authors of this country would join to the action
which animates their plays a natural style, with decency ma regularity, they
would soon surpass tr-o Greeks and ti.e irench"
•
Vjltaire vrote ieviral tragedies in v/nich the influence of Shakespeare
is very apparent. In his " ^ai're" ho admitted that his idea ;f using an-
cient iTeno*. kings ana rulers was taken from t^e English practice, but ho
did not lamit that the plot was suggestea by "Qtx-ello" . In 1735 came his
"Mort ae 3esjr ". which immediately brings to mind Shakespeare's "Julius
3ae*ar "
. If Vjltaire could have continued tj use Shakespeare as a fertile
/, lOeuvres, Vol II. P. 31S . ) -(Ooumuo, VjI IV oV 501. )
1 M "
—
H i 9 , gl». ) </,( " " II P. 312}
A.j * " IV P. 503.) S\( " VIII, P. 318.)
S,[ " " IV P. bOl.)
<
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source^ of motifs for the improvement of ireach dran~, and Voltaire's in
particular, his attitude toward his model night not have become so bitter.
Ke introduced into fell plays certain novelties—the aouDh of cannon, a
orawd of people, a ghost in " oemiramis " . devices v/hich had never before
been used on the French stags, do great was his passion for the traditi ou
of 3orneille -*nd Racine, that any means of putting life into breach tragedy
was welcomed by Voltaire, provided that the innovation o-*me within the rules.
It would bo silly go so.y tnat Voltaire ever really criticized dh:«Ke-
spe^re, but oeo-ius 9 of his position in eighteenth century France and his
ability to sway opinion, attention must be given hi» w» matter how unfair
bit methoas seem, tnilt ae was using ohaksspearo *s a fertile source of
ideas for his own plays, Voltaire carefully refraiae« from uivuigiag the
origia of ais no.7 devices, but in 1746, La place's translation of oi.aitespeare
revealed the unsuspected source, from this time Voltaire's attitude changed,
fer he saw a possible rival to his own glory if the translation snould be-
come popular.
Two years after La Place's traaslatioa, "Somiramls " was published. The
preface contained -1 ae fence of the use of ghosts on the stage, • 11 attack upon
"Har.lc 1 " . and B statement of Voltaire's belief in tragedy as "the school of
7irtue. amusingly enough tne ghost is the only part of "Haiulet" of which
Voltaire approved, and the reason was that he had put a ghost in his "Semiramis
In this preface ''Hanlet " is "a gross anu barbarous play, which would not be
tolerated by tx.e basest rabble of France and Italy". After submarining the
plot so as to ma^:5 it appear as absurd as possible, Voltaire had the grace to
admit that the play sontained "sublime traits, worthy of the greatest geniuses"
but he carefully refrained from stating what these traits v/ere.
Ia spite of Voltaire's manifest unfairness to bya^espeare , our judgment
of him ought, perhaps, to be temporea sjcaewaat. his passion for the Preaoh
^(Shakespeare in FT*nee, Jusseraad PP. 250-255.)
iiPreface to oemiramis$OcuVre%
t i/e>/.fZ t
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classical drama was one ©f the mast genuine of lii'e. The survival ©f
the pattarn used by jorneills and Racine was to him ft gutter jf almost reli-
gi»us concern. To see jj'renoh tragedy die f©r want ef a ghost or tw©, was
not bis intention, not so long as be could take one from Shakespeare, dsn
Shekespeara threatened to become pjpular in his own right, when he ioomeu
as a possible rival of Jorneillo, T.acine,—and Voltaire, fairness was thrown
to tb© winds.
Voltaire, c ondenning Shakespeare^ oarbarism :.na -r js^ness, ana damning
his genius by faint praise continued to imitate him. Prevest, just as -Shocked
as 7;ltaire, at the vulgarity of parts of tb© great tragedies, became a
zealous propagandist fer English writers, especially Shakespeare. In 1733,
when he returned from his visit te England, he began publication of his
periedical, "Le Pjut -it le oontre ". devotee almest entirely te Sngllsb writers
and translations jf their works, ifor five years he worked, and devoted sev-
eral issues jf his magazine to Shakespearo in 1738. He was considered on« ef
the most enthusiastic >£ nglo-maui acs , and th .ugh his criticism is very simi-
lar to that of Rowe and Pope, he was thought to be unnecessarily friendly t©
th author of "Hamlet " . Prevost had appreciation enough to catch the fire
and depth jf feeling, the tragic force and beauty whicb Voltaire carefully
refrained from praising too much,
Inte the ©bafts jf sensibility, vaich uaperceivea was destroying cl^ssi^-
Cism, into the an ;lo -mania caused by u.o publicity given to English authors by
Le 31anu, Prevost, and Voltair.j, into tbc fragmentary criticism of Ricooboni
ario aauvenfTgues fell the z'irst r'roach translation ©f ohakespe-re in 1746,
At last there was a bailI jther than hearsay anu garbled translations of cer-
tain scones from "Hamlet " or "Othello " . The tfork of La Place left much to be
desired, but it was a good beginning. It included "Othello" . "Henry VI" .
"Richard III ", "llacbeti. " . aid "Hamlet " . partly translated frjci Pipe's editica,
and interspersed with pages of summary of certain scenes by L Place. He had
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toned do .7.1 uany scones t >uit /reacn. t^ste, rid ooo^uso of a lacfc of
thorou-2 knowledge of aiii^lish, he made many mistakes. The preface,
"Discours stir le Theatre uiolais" w..s the best part of the wotk. La
Place argued that the English people bad admired Uhakespeare for a hun-
dred -ind fifty years, and that they did not go to the tneater to be
bored. La Place's translation was road by many, out there was no percep-
tible can;je on the i?ren:u. tragic stage before 1750 exoopt for a few
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Chap tor VI
Gro//ia^ R jmanticism Increases jingliali Enthusiasm for Shakespeare, 1750-1765.
.fit *nd reason, considered highly important before 1700 gradually
dwindled after that date, uatil by 1750, sensibility was the measure of
a man* s Judgment and character. To remain dry-eyed at a performanoe ef
"The London Lorchant" (1731) was to reveal a hard heart aad perhaps a
cuesti ->na jIo moral character. Out of a shallow sentimentality which found
an outlet in tears shed for murderers, cisdrdeu mistresses, and erring
gambler-, -.11 really - oju -t i e-rt ~>r oapaole ~>f reformation, grew a sym-
pathy with the farmer and the shepherd. i?rom plowman, to field, to grave
went pity and fellowship, l perfectly natural progression, how impossible
it would have been far "hf i>ht A. ju;rhts " . "Ti.c Grave ", of "The jilflg '.frit ton
in a Country Churchyard" to precede BiMini's "Seasons " is fully apparent
as one follows tho pati- of sensibility.
from 1750 to 1765 two tendencies may be said to hftTO shaped the general
attitude toward iiiiakespearo: one, a growing romanticism, and the other a
determination to jude'e Shakespeare by st aud-rds other than those of jjronch
tragedy. Tho "graveyard school" of 13yer, Toun;_, , -uu Blair adaed Thomas Gray
to its number with i is "Ele^y" (1751). Gray c-rried on the romantic m.:i_aji.jly
which is faintly seen in Jiumson and which did not reach its peak until the
age of Byron. This r omant ic BMlanOholy of country cure* yards easily became
that of the weird ^nu of tiie past. In the years immediately following. "The
Elegy" , and before the appearance of prey's "Reliques of Ancient English
Poetry" (1765), English emoti jns ••'•ore be in*-; fed witi. "Ossian" and "Letters
xa Chivalry tnd | : . In 1765 oamo fiffclpelt's "Oastlo of Otrantj ". that
forerunner jf .. u sries of Gothic t.*les of wonder -nd horror. Jitu a diet of
suoa fare, it is not strange that Shakespeare's tjmbs and funeral processions,
his .7itci.es and ghosts, and . is oorpse-oiled stage assumed an air of friendly
familiarity.
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Out of this emotional background of romantic nature, the melancholy,
the weird, and the past, was bora a play ia imitation of Shakespeare. It
was "Draglas" (1756) by John Home, "the Scottish Shakespeare", a play which
has many of the char ^.cteristics of the romantic tendencies noted in "the
graveyaru school", aad later in Percy and LacPuerson. j"or the first time
since Shakespeare, a tragic writer set the scene of his action agaiust a
background of hills ana forests where storms raged as wildly as in "Lear"
or "Macbeth". Over "Douglas", the plot of which .r. s founded upon an old
Scottish ballad, melancholy hangs like a clouu amd sentimont-lity sits
weeping. That anyone Should imitate Shakespeare at this time was a symptom
of the growin reali.; tijn that he was ths Saglish tragic poet par excellence
oritics, -s .veil as imitators, and the general reader rose with fervor
to tue defence of ohakespearo after 1750. By the date the collating of the
texts was nearly completed and the o .ly important textual criticism was made
Shakespeare as Dryden and his literary descendants had doae. Instead, the
pjot -/as allowed to speak for himself, ana ill efforts were beat upon dis-
covering what he meant ie say, r_ther than what he should have said. Grey's
preface to hit " Oritic-1. historical, and Explanatory Kates on Shakespeare "
is a vary good e..ample of the new respect for the poet's greatness, and of
sanity where his faults were concerned. A study of Elizabethan times had
si.own Grey that "a gre-t many lavs then xuown, but now in - great measure
obsolete, have been overlooked or not .mown, jr perhaps not thought worthy
of notice: though they cortainly tend to the making of our author muah mors
clear ana intelligible than he seens to be at present." As for the obscene
expressions which so shocked the ears of Englishmen a generation before,
those expressions which ev„n the great Garriox Ci.pse to omit, together with
the gravo-aigging scene from "Hamlet " . Grey made no attempt to justify them
out merely asited his readers to consult horace, Ovid, ^nd Ben Johnson ^Grey's
In 1750, no Englishman felt the urge to rewrite
r
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spoiling) v/here even greater violations of good taste might be found.
L'Abbe Prevest, twenty years before, hacx lamented the lack of information
about the age of 3h--kespeore . Grey was mong the first te realize the
need of historical perspective and background in studying an :.uu-or. His
book, textual criticis..; except for tne preface, wao an attempt to g-ther
up loose ends left by the editors sj that oh*Jtespeare might speait far him-
self.
One cure edition of ohakespsare was to take its place in the series
be^un by Rowe in 1709. It Wo.s the work of oamuel Johnson who tried to
correct the errors of '.Vurburion and to substitute for changes made by other
eaitors, many of Pope's emendations. .aside from this usu-1 editorial task
of correcting tne errors of preceding editions, he attempted to clarify
ev ry obscure passage in tx.e edition. 2ixe work carried .in excellent prefs.ce,
the best criticism of ohakespeare to be found in tno jighteenth century, full
of camion s *nse, and founded upon .a Knowledge of iili iabeti.-au literature
•creator tx.an that of iuy of his predecessors. Joi as on worked up on :-is ihake-
speare off and oa for seven years and it was finislied in 1765.
Johnson's defence of Shakespeare goes beyond that of ftrydon. Ke goes
directly to the reason for the post's groatness-tx.e universal xaim..n qualities
of Lis characters, th ose qualities which are found in the men of Homer and in
those of ohaucer. His characters "act and speak by the influence of tiiose
general pa. ., ions ana principles by which ail minds are agitated and the ,t ole
/
system of life is continued in motion". John* ax aa'ca^ o. r 's .xbs.nce
of heroes on the ground that his "scenes are occupied only by men, who act and
speak so the reader tx.inks that he should nimself have up xken or acted on the
sime occasion'1 , /or the first time, a critic has looked for some basis of
greatness other than out-maded classical rules, axa he seems to have found it.
Johnson disposes of the arguments against tragi-comedy by completely
/Prefix to Jdioioa of ox -ke:;pexre 1765 in "Eighteenth Century assays"
P. 114.)
^(oamo, p. 119.'
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Justifying it. The question of an author's purpose had prob; bly not been
seriously r aised before Johnson' 8 time. Ii' the author's purpose is attained,
according te Johnson, the matter of the alternation ef seriousness and merri-
ment does net mutter. 3esides, Shakespeare held the mirror up to nature, *»d
his plays exhibit "the real state of sublunary nature, which partakes of fc ood
and evil, joy and sarrow, mingled with endless variety of prapartion and in-
/
numerable modes of combination". Ia spite of rules and conventions, "there ia
always an appeal from criticism te nature", he said.
Johnson's handling »f the unities deserves great praise. Indeed, there
seems very little to be said for the unities of time and place when Johnsem
has had his say. Unity of .iCtion, of course, he -accepts as did loryden, x'ope,
ana i-ne poo^lo jonerally, --.s for unity of time .*nci place, Jo. uson thinks it
absurd t» suppos s chat a spectator in the theator actually thimks iiimself
transportod from Rome to -le.vanuria ia the space of ..our, ana the assumption
of Voltaire ^na jtners that such was the casu, is ill-founuiid in fact. f-ho
speot it or novor for » nomont boiiovas 2..', ./a-. „j 3330 upon the stage is real;
lie merely comes "to near a sertu-ia number of lines recited wit.- .just gaatura
3
and silent MJv. -.1 .liou". Since the spectator knows that the characters befere
him +- 3 neither Caesar and Pornpoy, far example, <nud that he is "neither in
Rome nor ia Poutus -a lapse of years is as easily conceived as a passage
of hours". Whatever may be said for the illusion of reality in the theater,
there is no denying the common sense of Johnson's tx^eary.
2he question of Shakespeare's learning, a matter of much moment from
the time of 3en Jonson downward, Johnson seem;, te dispose of in a satis-
factory manner. ;.s for Shakespeare's knowledge of the rules of Aristotle,
there is no way of discovering whether "he riaew the rules and rejected them
by design or deviated from them by J.appy i.aoraace". In either case "it is
'•(JSighteenth Century iissays, P. 118.) 7(Same P. 1£8.)
MSame, P. 119.) dome P. 129.)
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impossible to decide and useless to inquire"/ The same conclusion applies
to his ioaowledge of Latin and of other Languages, Johnson admits Shakespear
nitur l gifts, but unlike ililtoa and Pope, he does not discount the poet's
vast knowledge of life gained from his own experience and hard work. Jor.nson
speaking from his own eaperienoo , uo doubt, say~, "but the power of nature is
only the power of using te any oertain purpose the materials .vnich ai licence
procures, or opportunity supplies".
While Johnson's defence of Shakespeare seem* sensible and fair, his ad-
verse criticism is nut quite so happy. Johnson pr/oably comid not abstract
himself entirely rrjm his age, and his criticism ft Shakespeare's lack of
meral purpose is an indication of his Kinship with Pope and even Voltaire.
Even with his iCiowledge of the crudeness of ti.e Elizabethan age, he cannot
forgive Shakespeare for not taaohing the world to be good. To write without
a moral purpose was a literary sin in the eighteenth century, and a poet who
3
wrote more to please than to teach was sacrificing "virtue to convenience".
Johnson wjuld i ave shakes peare uistriuuv- uooa ..cm evil in -.ccord_n e .1th the
moral goodnoss or baseness of a character. Jo discover the effect of such
distri jution, one neea only tur.. to tr,o plays j1 Jo;nsc-n's ^wn time.
another bit of Joinsons's adverse criticise which seems scarcely Justi-
fied is his insistence that Snakespeare was mors at ease in comedy than in
tragedy. Jj.;usjhi accuses him of striving to be tumorous in his tragedies,
v..ile i.is comeaies oa^ibit an ease and sureness /.-hich made them more satisfy-
in^ to people. In spite of "Llidsurar.iar Kirht's Lre-ua" . "As Y^u Lii,j It ", or
even "Tuo Tempest ", it seems as if the opinic-n of most critics wuld support
the tragedies as not mere "skill", but just as much "instinct" as -is comodies.
To most readers, the comeaies seem to be the work of a young man who still had
'i (Eighteenth oentury Essays, P. ISO.) 3.(3ame P» l£3.)
Same P. 133.) ^(Same P. 121*)
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illusions, wnile the tragedies seem to be the e..pressi,n of a man who knows
that life is difficult and that death is real ana certain.
Johnson answers Voltaire's attack upon Shakespeare' s Kings and senators.
To Vjltaire, a senator acting like a buffoon, or a kinr under tx.e influence
of strong drink was -.n iafr-Cion of r.e of the nest sacred conventions. Kings
/are royal and dignified ia Jurneille cmd liacine. Joi us on justifies Shake-
speare on the ground that he partrayed men, for he Knew "that Kings love wine
/
like other men, and that .vine exerts its n*-tur~.l power upon Kings".
Johnson's good sense and moral courage, shown at a time ,7.uen both seemed
in abeyance, were .-ippliod to Sr.akespeare with results ffhicfe clarified his
works and rescued ..im from the thrusts of Voltaire una the sentimentality of
Rousseau.
DM period between Dryden ana J onnson produced no critic really capable
of judging Suakespe-re . Many wrote aoout him, but none except the eaitors
and Upton and Grey did anything t j olurify ..is place in dram-tic history,
i'ne fctudy jf tno Elizabethan perioa was a step in the right airection, and
Jo/.nB3n's .vorK was more valuable because of sue:, study. Of the me.i of medio-
cre ability, aside from Upton ana Grey, Lord Karnes (Henry home) is alone wortn
attention. He ;t^.& one of tue timid, mentally-muddled, we ll-meanin^ critios
Whose minds .vera still occupied with the rules of classical tr-geay. In a
long pedantic comparison of tragedy and epie poetry, he proves by analogy that
tragedy dees not neeu to keep to tne unities. The value of his findings is
uestion-ible where Shakespeare is concerned. lUmes srai a moralist for whom
tragedy hud to reward virtue and pu lish vice if it were to meet vita. Ids approval
The moral and the pathetic, with pointed and copi jus advicu on every day living,
constituted his iuea of tragedy. Karnes, of course, was not .lone in his em-
.... ..is on the corrective effect of plays. Indeeu, x.e z in : ooa o iap--.»v
—
that of Pope, Joi.n home, and the great Johnson.
'.(Eighteenth Oeutury Essays, P, 118.)
Al^loments of Jriticism, P ii66-^67.)
•
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.foil© the editors were busy with the texts, -aid »»iiile the critics
were rapidly finding i\ b.sis jther than that of the rules for the greatness
of Shakespeare, the seeds of r jmvaticism were beginning t« germiaate between
1730 and 1750. Interest ia nature, ia r^maatic melunch jly, and in the past
was rapidly weaning people further and further away from rules and c^nven-
ti;ns. Thus, the emotions if the great peet became more ana more appreciated
as the romantic movement gathered speed.
i
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Chapter 711
Shakespearj and a ,/aning olassicism in Francs, 1750-1765.
The flood of sentimental aovels ana comedies, whether produced in
oi'r.i.nce or Hyl'ind, influenced franco greatly during the second h .If of the
fentury. dentiraeatal literature aad romantic nature poetry worked together
in undermining classicism. 3y 1750, there had sprung up an apostle of roman-
ticism, a philosophical dreamer--Jean Jacques Rousseau, whose best work was
produced between 174* and 1765. Sb.ll man was able to gather together all of
the scattered forces which had been at wa rk for half a ceatury aad to con-
centrate tnem ia a series of books which changed the history of the aext hun-
dred aad fifty years. Belief ia the essential or fundamental goodness of
human nature w&ltb lay ^.t the root of "Tue lunula 11 :<rchant" and the weeping
comedies of LaCi.aussee grew to the proportions of a rationalized philosophy
in Rousseau's "H/uvelle heloiso " » That emphasis upon external nature which
fh jmsja begaa with ;is "Seasons" had become with Roussaau, "back to nature".
In the rugged country about Geneva, far from the artificial restraints of
city life, he v/rjte of the eduction of nature in "i&iils " . and of the origin
and growth of society in his "Contrat Social" . He leokod back to a supposed
state of freedom aad individuality not unlike the primitive society visioned
by Ihomas Hobbes ia an earlier ago.
Rousseau came at a t im* /ken the tide of influence from England wj.s at
its height. He was able to weave the philosophy jf Hobbes and Locke, the
nature jf fh omson and Collins, the belief ia t. e native goodness of .,unan
nature into a loose system wiiich ho dyed with a thick mixture of sentimentality.
5u3i. a concentrated attack Upon classicism had never been made, and after 1750,
Voltaire and nis followers fought a losing battle against romanticism, a battle
which was to result ia ohakespeare' s triumpi. ia trance.
While Rousseau w-s stirring France with the first really important coa-
tineatal expression of ideas which had been prevalent in England for a
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generation or m«re, another body of English poetry was I'inain; its •.•ay
across the Channel. In 1750, oultured r^ronohmen prided themselves upon
beia :; -ble to read and write English, but for those who oould not master
the difficulties ef a Germanic lirtgwfgfT| translations were easily avail-
able. Just as "J;.e Jo.;Sons" . " The grave ", and "N i ; -h t Taought s
"
. found
their way into French between 174o anu 1750, so n~w, the poetry of the
weird and the wild had its uay. LacPherson' s "Qssian" and Grey*s "Elegy"
were read enthusiastically . People were so moved by the romantic melan-
oholy ef the "graveyard school" tx>at taey remained in the fields all night
listening to the lowing of cattle ana the noises of insects, o jphist icated
Parisians meltea into tears and lungud '„o live the life of sheohorus.
The English vogue and r:ousseau*s "back to nature" pregram affected life
in France prof ju-dly. In restaurants, there was roast beef a 1 anglais,
pudding, and punch. Gardens became wild ana irregular, people moved to villas
in the country fckftt they might commune with ziature. Peer Clarissa v;ept anew
in translation and as the sentimental heroine of "La Nouvelle heloise". Slowly
and surely .Saglisx* r jmaati oisr: ind its most abl; spokesman, Rousseau, were
turning people* 5 mi .ds and emotions away frsra restraint, away from tradition,
away fr or. ol ^sio .1 st iaa.a*us.
Homanticis.-n was ~;n ap on and avowee enemy ef classical tradition. The
spirit of the Encyclopedists, on the other hand, did not -rouse ti.e suspi-
cions of the classicists, several of whom tried to be followers of Boileau
and of 3acon and Locke at Mm same time. It was the aim of the Encyclopedists,
led by Diderot from 1748 to 1765 to classify all jaewledge according to Batons
tree. The approach to tuis task was objective ana scientific, a skeptical
examination of facts and their interpretation according to the empirical method
of Locked. Reas sn was placea above tradition and scientific method above
»rr«lati on.
Voltaire soon discovered that the £n»yclopeaists finre ,*lien to him, and
cc
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ia 1757, uraopsu jut jf . r.u^ .-;..i oh included jJider^t, d'Aleribert, ilar^ontel,
Rmsseau, iloatesnuieu, Buffon, and others. Ia cuing sa t he was consistent,
for ta nim, at least, jne thing was sacred and abore question—the tragi*
drama »f aarneille and l.acine. ^.a attack upon tradition >vus >a -attack upon
iiia idol, doileau. liihile it is true that Voltaire aumired Leake aaa Newton
aad that he had * labjr.it-jry jf i:is r.vn, nis uodornism diu ajt include a-a-
traditi3n*l views of tragedy. If fct .7ere -to save classical trauitisn in the
drama, no a juid no mors agree fully with the spirit ef tne iinayalapeaists
than he could accept the tfttTtnfr^gtlnC romanticism of Rousseau. Both .vera
k is enemies.
Flth Diderot, t/.e Eacyclspeuist , Voltaire had mare ia caramon than with
DiderDt, t;.e oritic and dramatist. EM latter, fanciful ana sentimental,
was also citic-l inu reasonable. Influenced by Lillo, Adore, u.aa Richardson,
he still held ft commen sense ~nd realism in the drama. He considered classi-
cal tragedy ilreany dead and thought that it should be repl.-'.oed o;r bourgeois
drama. Instead of tne weas of ancient kings otad priaces, ha wanted ta saa
depicted ia the theater tne joys j.nd sorrows of ordinary midule class people.
?;.is rather serious bourgeois drama was ta be in prase, a more natural medium
for lass exaltea characters. Pautemime aad t ible-iUz:, taboo in classical tra-
gedy, wore used oy Didsrjt «nu nis zolla/zors ia this intarmeuiate dramatic farm.
It may be thought kkAf the development of "dr -ml "under LaOhaussee and.
Diderot tended ta hinder the pragreas of Shakespeare ia JsYance. Such was not
tne case, first, because drama was directaa against classical tragedy, aot
against freer tragedy like Shakespeare's; second, because tne growtk of ro-
manticism through housseau and tha English writers was alreaoy too strong ta
ba arrested. As for the Encyclopedists, tnere was nothing unfrienuly in their
general attitude toward Shakespeare, except perhaps, in the case of d'alembert
,vi j + - . follewer af Veltaire. T&MJ were skeptical, critical, and ready ta
chaage ana; opinion in the face of new facts. Indeed, h^d they turned their
(Q
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attention in ©truest tj Shakespeare, they wjuIu probabl have been nis
£ irest judges because ti:ey were the most )b,)ective thinkers in Prince.
Wl. i 1© these forces vere assailing the ->lu traditions, 3h axespear e
contixmed t* in u::;irers. aYe visit of Garricn in 1751 and .gain in
1765, kad i great deal to do with stirring the la imatiam of the French*
Hitaert ) tnoy had re d LaPlace's tr<j.n8luti jn or had done the best they
c juIc vita tae elaglish versions. New they saw the great Garriok act
scenes from r.amlet and Laobcta : iud ta ougl zj is • vppe ranees Wert confined
to the various salons, he ;:aHt them a more intimate ioeuaintance with
Shakespeare
•
An indisputable preof of ^he graving popularity if Shakespeare and
the tendency to pl.*ce aim oa a level with drneille and Ruciae was the pub-
lication in tha popular Journal anciyQlopedlcuo in 1760 of an esc titled
Parallele entre Shakespeare n 3 jme i lie 2r.tu.uit ue 1' .-ax/- 1 ;is
.
This was
followea by anether cjntainin^ - comparison it Otway ..;nu Racine. From 1746,
when LaPlace's translation -ppeared, Suakespeare' s pjpuLarity h-~u ate icily
grown ia spite of V oltaire's southing attacks upun x>is lew scenes, obscene
varus, asd leek of taste.
Probably Volt*ire wai not fully aware of the pr«_ rui: th .t J. ixcespe -.re
was making. His visit te the court jf Frederick, his preeaoupatiea with
1* affaire Galas , nis war upoa religi jus intolerance, the writing of "G'-nuidd "
and o heat of poems, letters, criticism, and a play between 1750 -nd 1760
absorbed . is -.ttontion. Living ia Germany , then in Switzerland, V ;ltaire was
net fully oo aizant if tie stute *f affairs in P^ris. 7/;. on he s-ttled at
]Femey in 1758, he .vas recognized at the greatest literary man in Franco, a
patriarch ,aa prophet, whose word on Shakespeare, ar on any coneeiv^ble sub-
ject was receive- with a respect -Kin to reverence,
Voltaire's, attitude toward Shakespeare in 1730 was partly ourious and
ippreci aire, partly disappraYiag. LaPlaoe's translation ahanged : is feeling
r
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.v ldaess in 1746, ana the enthusiasm for Shake spe_re in Le J.uraal
£. .2V3i-j-i-^-ii ue aroused ..im to bitter hostility, His answer ta tlia com-
parison between 3i.~kespeare Jorneille v . is -.ooel ^ J elites les Na-
tions de l'Surope (1761). Ji.is was an appeal t a the nations ta judge be-
tween the two frsnt -.rritsr s , Voltaire providing the evidence, af course.
The Addel cuntuineu i resume of the plot of "Honlet " . - resume in the
nature af an expose'. Voltaire w^a mast ir of all t:ijso subtle ^nd under-
handed methods of att ack upon an enemy, and fee used them all on Shakespeare
rik »m he called "ti.e diviae Shakespeare" . He translated the "To be" pa..s ..:e
literally -»aa even falsely, sa as to maice it see riaiculeus and declared
Snakespeure' s fume au - ta his popularity with "cu...ir-oearers
,
sailors, oab-
men, tuicic-waisteu. shop-Keepers, even clerks". "I^s.tti.-u i o-ack, oull, er
gladiatorial fights?! tnese clasaas went ta see, "funerals, duels, gibbets,
3
//itchcraft, and ghosts", ti.e cur i jus middle classes, and even gentlemen
af the court were forced ta feliew the crowd, 3acause there had bean
"nothing better for a hundrea ana fifty ye^rs, admiration gained strength
y
:ind be cam-; idolatry". «/iti. ox—racteristic inoonsis tency , he jilled .ttention
ta his own part in introducing Shakespeare into /ranee ano d-:cl-r o th t Lis
r
early translatiena had been "ratner imitated than translated". Then C-;me the
garbled /rencx. jf ths "Ta be", which should be compared with ,T olt tire's
earlier translation of the same passage tx.irty years earlier.
Voltaire's dislike tor Shakespeare became more unreasonable as he grew
,lder. 3y 1765, ihaitacpa^re Wis a ''Gilles .it tha fair, a maker of farces, very
mu<fc. belaw the level of i..ar le^uia, the most miserable clown who ever abused ti. e
populace". After sue:, a st -t^ment , ta say that Sliakaspears was a genius did
little fee convince anyone of ; is greatness, r.nd 7eltaire .uaew t.uis.
'.(Appel, Vel. mv, It 80ft] '/LtUirrTr, Vol XXIV, P. ~0l)
i.lSume, Vol OUT, P. 200) ,s7(0euvres, Vol .L£IV, P. 200)
3. (Same, Vol XXTf P. 800J ^.(Oeuvros, Vol ..VII, P. 4D2)
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Vjltaira, the patriarch of tferney , rallied to ;;is siae a'/^iemberc,
La Karpe, ana ill those :r. j still eluag to tno theories of Boileau. 3e-
sides, u large aunoer of people Wi^ fslt his obvious unfairness to Sr.ake-
sps -are, but efea ^uaired .-iu far his uefenoe of the Julus f amily, fer hia
plays, aad fer trie fame which ;ie ^ad brought te France, respectfully re-
mained .silent. Jr. are were ethers who r:ad felt the sharpness f ..it tenant
or pen, aad :m o welcomed the chance to jppose him. Amoag the latter was
•'•in, whj as editor jf l'/uinee Litt/raire (1754-1776) praised or-*kespe.are
and urged iiv.it .tijii jf r:is plays • wmy jf ue younger writers, in covert
revolt ae iast clissicism, were later ta oppose it opoaly.
thM e:;ohaage of beaks aaress the Ji.anael was sa swift that Voltaire's
bitterness vas saea kn*wn -ad resented in England* j?here followed a series
jf .-kirr.ic. es -.'it. J j. :s n act ...lpole. Johnson tad criticized Voltaire's
uafairmess ta Shakesp* ira in the preface of ;,is coition of tne works (175i»),
aad Valtaire i ad replied la hit article ;>a dramatic art ia the "Pi i ti .'inu-ire
las op. i.ue 11 (1764). Oleverness rather t ia criticism, as usual marked : is
answer te Jensen wham he die. net wisa M ta suspoot 3f oeiag a sorry jester or
of laving vine too mud." . ho u it " • jit e.ctr.. ordin..ry that :.e (Johnson)
should cuu .t clowning ana dru Jcenness iO^; the beauties of the tragic theater
Ta da Valtaire just lee, we have ta admit that even ia 1764 hs admitted, grudg-
ingly ta be sure, that there was som truti. -no "some bits v&lek elevate the
lMfcglaation" • but nature, nut dnakespear j, received all the credit.
.Mode's preface to "'Ji.o Jastlo of Otr-ntj" contained a uefence of "the
..unour af the grave-diggers, the fooleries jf IM^nius, anu tue clumsy jests
Of ta.e J:a.a citicc.u 1 . he wounaoa 7-ltMre ' * v-ait./ by —yiai., "VdtMro is
a genius—but aat af Shakespeare'* magnitude" He went further, making fun
of Voltaire', two v?ry different trans latioaa of the "To be " speeo;. , and
/, (Oeuvres, "7M WXI. P. 3*7.) J, (Works of hor-cs ./MMe, Vol. II, x> . 6)
^ ( "
m »i " ) <a ( " " " " P«9)
(
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facetiously pointing out a number of his inc jnsistencies and falsehoods.
7.3ltuire was angry, but V/alpcle was ua .nswer^ble • New in earnest, Voltaire
decided ta fight for his placo in the sun under che banners »f Ijrneille
and ?xciae«
Tiie period i'rom 1750 to 1765 in r'r^noc saw the advance of r jmanticism
.vith >usseau and the -Omber English paots both going back to nature .-and
weeping sympathetic tears *t tae innate goodness of man. 2i.e vrewti. of ro-
manticism raids bijakespe.vre' s way susisr, fer it prepared in.fcttr-ef-faot french-
men for the violent emotijat if "H-aule z " -uu "K .cost. " . iAirifi^: the some years
the uSncyclepeuists .vere attacking traaitijn and undermiuing the underlying
p-il»s jphy ef classicism, tha downfall jf .vhich u^d to preoeuo -ny wi;ole-he trted
acceptance of ou- Okespo xre • litJ rom-ntlcism and skepticism us background,
bjur £:5jis uraci- stead forth unuaesoi ja^ble riv-1 jf ol-s-icil tragedy,
rfhile it seemed that the classical tr-»diwija v/as ^bsut to ale a we&l-de served
death, /eltuire speke fr*m iteruey ia -. vaiu attempt tt> i.iader the progress cf
iji.a^espeare , the eaeray ,vha ./..~ f t.;t rising tj lace beside Oorneille and
Racine, a place which Veliairo haa reserved fer himself.
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3h*ptar VIII
JHAKiiSP^Jti'J SI SATB7SS8 not SSI IOOSLT QUSSTI "3D
la EBGLAHE after 1765.
Toltaire's vicious *ttaak:s upon dr-ikespoaro hid led Joxaisjn aad rfal-
polo to a spirited dofaace of their countryman, as u-b t oe e.-.pectea, sjoie
if ti..© defenders only inad© natters ,/jr - . . Mrs .iliz.vbeth Montagu was m
;
jf tha>se who decided to fight Shakespeare's battles for him. She answered
J ltaire'a " .uoosl " . In vjr" ^i,.v m t;.s .»ritiu.>. -a~. ^ j aiu., j. ;.re ".
ia ( 1761) .v..
i
j o ..j .u^.-o i i.i ,u..un -a u.xorl.-.iaal aid feeble ..l tempt to
say what had been said so raany times bei'ero— t t Suakespeare ah©aid be ex-
/
ousod far ignorance of the rulos, that French classical tragedy was a aeries
of conversations, that Shakespeare's fame vas recognized by all great peets
and critics except /©ltalre* H';r efforts were applauded ia ia ,lanu but had
little effect la franc© • Of cjurse, she was no match for the mocking v'-jltairo,
, clubbed her "La J>x. *kespa .rieaae" aad made fun of her essay.
Gr*aually the old -uurrel over Si-akaspe^re's learning died away. A final
-,73rd an this subjeot ran said by .Richard farmer in his "assay .a the xie*rain£:
jf Jj .../tcesje.xr-.;'1 (1767), farmer accepts ten J~hsoa*s dictum .and . stresses the
friendship betweea Si.akespearo onu. his rival ia «*n effort to disprove Samuel
Johnson's cent ant ion that Sen Jonson was jealous, farmer gees to xhe ancient
texts, 3©sparea .thean ./ith certain p.--s ijj- in Suakespeare, and concludes that
Jensen .fas .-ijht .bvut his "small Latin ana less Greek". 2h*t i-is nmowle'uge
jf tie ancient worla was obtained uy reading the warks of his contemporaries
is farmer's conclusion* After a scxiol^rly ojoaAinatiun af the matter, farmer
voiced the general opinion af the time, aau the uuesti»n of Si ahespeare* s
learning ceased to be of much importance*
Ia the chorus jf praise which followed the efforts of Johnaen, farmer,
and Mrs* M©ntj.._u, there was more than one diasaatiut, voice* One of the most
'* (An iissay on the Writings aau Geaius of 3h*k©spear©, P* 6)
jj it h n « H it m it p # io)
«• g,re .
c
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insistent was that af the author of "Cursory Remarks jn rr_ ;..euy". The
•.vriter evidently dislik.au Jj,..;£.).; as .veil as Sh-*K.espo...re, far the essay
is partly jjiaas.vir to Jj:..a5an*s liber 1 view ji' Sh..kw-spau *e and s/iews
si^ns af a personal animosity. Phis unkaewa authar, with a surprising
lack af common semse, harks back ta the rulas of aristetle and states
degmatically that the unities should be observed. Sven Pope, ljn; dead,
3jmes in for his share tf criticism 1'ar daring ta exempt Shakespeare from
the rules* fife* essay is se naive, sa dogmatic, and sa aut-raeded that me
wanders wl ether the authar <new af the changes gaing an abeut him during
tha age af Jehasan.
Richardson, a critic Who mora nearly approximates modern studies of
character, wrote analyses af Macbeth, Hanlet, Jacques, and Imogea. His
appreciation extended aot jaly ta the tr^^io char icters, out to the law
ones as well. T^e broauaess af Shakespeare* a canvas, uis seemingly un-
united knowledge af the human heart, : is partray i af "th* benign af lass
than the malignant," sue:, traits land .Villiam Richaruson ta ran* Shake-
speare very high. Vialatisn af classical rules and Uc-: ji leorhiu. cjto :i«-t
trouble this critic:, who is concerned with more important matters. His
analyses are penetrating and accurate, but are semewhat spelled by tha maral
Whic no a raw:- fr Jm each Character,
Llaurice Hermann's "assay an the Dramatic Character af Sir Joan ^alstaff"
is prabably the most brilliant analysis af a Shakespearean character in the
eatir. ei -ht jentn century. It is irapassiale t re -a t.-iu /ark vi th out re-
gretting; that the author aid net turn his attention to Hamlet, Xacicta, ar
Othella. Mergaaa approaches tfalstaff from the paint af view of ether per-
sonages in the play. That such an approach is wise, lexical, and iadicative
af a rare appreciation af Shakespeare aa jne will aeny. Ta put ^side precon-
ceived notijns af the character af Falstaff anu ta discover wu t . is creator
/ (Richards ja-A, Philosophical Analysis af Same of Shakespeare* s Characters,
P. ^7.)
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meant nim to be^what Morgann attempts anu what he succeeds in doing.
I^organn was fully aware of the pr oneness of critics anu ordinary readers
to read into characters u.ilities and motives ./hich the dramatist never
intended thoni to possess. One of the great faults of the classical tra-
dition mm just this tendency to judge characters by arbitrary standards
imposed from without, and to neglect utterly that aotion of character upon
diiaracter within the play, action which should give the reader a correct
"impression" of an author's intention.
Llorgann's minute and irrefutable irgument proving that Falstaff was
not a "constitution il coward" reveals tho great uiscrepancy between Shake-
speare's ideo. of this character as revealed by the uttitude of otner char-
acters toward nim, -nd the prevalent opinion of readers and pl.iy-goers of
ilorgann's and earlier times.
In the course of the essay Lorgann pays high trioute to Shakespeare,
mis author "ueserv^s to be aonsiaereu in aetail,—a tu.sk niti.erto unattemptea,
he says, tnus snifting the question of learning from Shakespeare to the
reader (The essay reveals what a wealth of knowledge is needed to analyze
rightly this one sharaoter.) In a passage which calls to mind Pryden's praise
of "the lfard"in Lis "Sasay of Dramatic jfoesy"
,
Morgana says, "When the hand
of time shall have brushed off his present editors and commentators, and when
tne very name of Voltaire, and even the memory of the language in which he has
written shall be no more, tne topalaohian Mountains, tne banks of the Ohio, and
the plains of Scotia si.,^11 resound with the accents of tnis barbarian: In his
native ton'jue ne shall roll tho genuine passions of nature; nor shall, the
griefs of Lear be -alleviated I See Tate's Le^r ) . or the charms and wit of Rosa-
lind be tbated by time. There is indeed nothing perishable aoout iim, except
/,(A.n 3ssay on the Dramatic Oharaotsr of Sir John r'alstaff, i5 . lb)
" •» h n m » it ii ii h p # i6 j
,^0^—m ——" » " h " - — - - ' f_ 65}
«
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that vary learning which he is said so much to want".
Horgann, more than any other critic of his tine, appreciated the art
>
or Magio" of Shakespeare. Unlike the Angnatana, who attributed his ex-
cellence to s-ime happy chance, Uorgann finds that "all the incidents, all
trie parts, look like chance, whilst we feel and are sensible that the whole
is design;" and again, "true poetry is magic, not nature". Such a thorough
analysis wd ippreciation of a character is probably the climax of eighteenth
century Shakespearean criticism, and has much in common witn tne work of
Ha:litt anu ooleridge*
Kugh 31air was the last of a teries of English critics who wrote on
Shakespe ire before the ^rencii devolution, his work indicated a balanced mind,
good t iste, and a broad point it view, his eviuent appreciation of Shake*
speare's beauties does not blind him to his olemisi.es • Blair does not approve
of tragi-comedy and low witticisms, but he hae a keen admiration for "Lis
livelv and diversified pointings of character" and "his strong .nci natural «>:-
pre.- s ions jf passions". There is nothing dogmatic about 31-ir*s criticism.
He handles hia mater1 il objectively and never tries to say the final word on
any subject, his attitude is best summed up in hia own worcs, "True criticism
is i liberal and a humane art • It is the offspring of good sense and re-
fined taate— • It teaohes us, in a word, to aomire and to blame with judgment,
and not to follow tne crowd blindly".
The period from 1765 to 1760 in Jnglanu ./as narked by a flare of indigna-
tion against Voltaire, >.nd in spite of an attack upon Shakeapeare by the author
of " Sursorv .iemarks". tnere waa, in general, an indication that Bngland waa
weary of quibbling ov-^r unimportant matters and had decided to let the matter
of Shakespeare's learning md the rules arop. Appreciation of his characters
developed surprisingly after the -ppearance of Johnson's edition, and even
Miissav jti the Dramatic 3nar>ctiir oi air Jouu j-ilstaif , rx>i >
Lectures on Huetone and aelles-Lettres , /ul II P. oZZ)
Jj!"3ame, Vol I, P. J)
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low characters frjuad justification in some -u^rters because they //ere true
to life. Indeed u.* /Lola 3ap*.a;i is in <j:-iiici;:m seems to have shifted from
form to matter, from rules ana conventions to character and trutn of repre-
sentation. 'Jhere oas no djubt that ohaKespeare roM the greatest tragic
writer England had prjduced, even in 1750; but after 1765, ne was generally
considered greater imn Jorneille and Racine, at least in England.
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.). .pter Ia
T
oltaire's Fight lor his Place in ^renca D 'ama^:1765-177Sjp.
There was no doubt of Shakespeare's rank in cinglish literature after
1765, but in jiranoe , the outcome of the fight oetween Voltaire and Shafceipeart
was somewhat uncertain. Befor 177S, U-e year of Voltaire's death ( ^ance, too.
had m-de a decision concerning the Snglieb rival of Racine.
Phi year 1765 fou .0 /oltaire over seventy, but still -^lart to defend
Racine ^aa to denounce .jh-^kespeare . He was angry at the taunts of Johnson and
ralpola f una even more so at the adaptations of Ducis, who prouucea "hau.let "
in 1765 ana "Ronej and Juliet" In 177*.. "hamlet " of iiucis w;.s so dis-
torted that it was scarcely recognizable. It was made to conform to the uni-
ties, the ashes of tne dead king are present in an urn, Ophelia is the daughter
of Claudius, Hamlet .cills Olauaius when the latter besieges Jlsinore, and -.ven-
der }f wonders, Hamlet is zo marry Ophelia even though Shakespeare* s melan-
choly Dane said, "Tne rest is silence". The adaptations of the other plays
including "Llacbeth" and"Otnello " .vere equally strange.
Ducis was no critic, but ije loved Shakespeare as much as his limited
5a Lift] tilowed* k oorn sentimentalist, i*e kept a picture of Snaitespeare in
his room and celebrated the post's birthday religiously with flowers, al-
though these adaptations by Ducis were not really Shakespeare, they were fairly
successful on the stage, and survivea down to the romantic movement. If ne
took liberties with the te.-ts, we shouiu remember that no author living at that
time vjulu uave aarea to put Shakespeare Unchanged upon the iTench stage. So
strong i sense of the theater as a moral force animated even the most romantic
anu advanceu minds, Rousseau ana Diderot, for example, that public taste would
have been revoltea by the healtny vulgarity, the inu&inativs unrestraint, and
the presence of uneartnly creatures found in the real Shakespeare. Ducis Knew
the difficulty of pleasing the fastiuious theater-goers of Paris, and to calm
their outraged feelings, he not only had Desdemona Killed by a sword (a much
1
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more moral instrument than a handleronief ) , but i.e restored iier to life in
a second version of "Othello" • Duiis sucoeeueu in putting upon the stag©
plays .yhioh only faintly resembled Snakespeare , but a beginning w-is made;
Shakespeare was on everyone's tongue, and zuv final battle for his fame in
iranae was precipitated.
Criticism of Ducis '"h^i-let" is unimportant except in bke eaee of Diderot
and Solle'. 3oth of these men belonged to the middle group of critics, those
between Voltaire and classicism on the jne side, and on the other, romanticism
of the "ousseau type. Neitner v->.s violently for or against Snakespeare, both
knew Bb lie- , laid both compared the "Hamlet" of Ducis vita its source. In
general, both agreed that Ducis erred in not following the original more closely,
except in the case of the ghost. Diderot was too much of a naive realist to
endure ghost, goblin, fairy, or ./itcn on the stage. Oolle', more broadminded
than Diderot, had no liKing for such characters, but he considered Shakespeare's
ghost better than that of Ducis because the former nad the power 10 speak.
Oolle would allow a ghost provided it was appropriate mu carried conviction.
Diderot wroto very little about aaaitespeare , whom he considered a great natural
genius, out his criticism of Ducis is decidedly adverse.
Neither LaPlace nor loucis had revealed the true ohnicespeare. Until 1776,
there were available in French only partial and inaccur a e translations of a
few of the plays. In that year there appeared a work which was to maice dramatic
nistory in France. It was the translation of Shakespeare's complete works by
La? jurneur. Jne effect of these twenty volumes Can hardly be overestimated.
Since it vas a fairly accur ate prose translation^ French readers -/are able to
decide for themselves ..nd range themselves for or against Voltaire. Many com-
pared this translation witn fr.gments translated by LeBlanc md Voltaire, and
with the adaptations of Ducis. At last, the real Shakespeare reached i?rance.
Ehi work of LeTourneur, dedicated to the you .g kin; , cont ained over a hun-
dred pages of information about Shakespeare and consider .idle explanation and
r
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criticism. Never had his praises been sunt-3 more enthusiastic- lly. Kis
knowledge of the human neart, the diversity of his characters , the richness
of his genius—all received recognition. Frobably the most important part
of this epistle to the king was Lea?ourneur ' s statement that "Shakespeare can
appears with confidence in the country of Corneille, Lacine, md i jliere,
and ask of the French the tribute of glory which every people owes to genius
and that he would have received from these three great men if he had oeen
known to them".
It was this dedicatory epistle to the king which ch-.nged Voltaire from
a bitter and unfair critic of ohakespe re to m infuriated fanatic. The trans-
lation itself, revealing to all his own borrowings, was bud enough, but the
dedication, which placea Shakespeare on - level with Jorneille, Racine, and
iioliere, was what rendered him frantic. That fourth place in French drama
Volt lire nad reserved for himself, and in spite of Lis efforts, here was a for-
eign writer recognised by the king as entitleu to it. Not only did Le'fourneur
seom to give Shakespeare a place beside the three French geniuses, but he said
not a single woru ; oout Voltaire in the entire letter. Voltaire was not one
to stana such treatment, fas he not tae patriarch of Forney beloved by France?
Had he not carried on the best tradition of French tragedy in his "aaire ". his
"L^ope"? Jnis indignity was not to be oorne • He would fight for his place
in the sun, and he did.
Like a general, foitaire at eighty-two, mustered ; is friends xbout him.
He wrote to them denouncing LeJourneur, Shakespeare, and the insult to French
genius by tnis invasion of a foreigner. Sver resourceful, Voltaire seized
upon a very old „.nd very effective, if somewhat ignoble method ox warfare—
-
flag-waving. The translation was an affront to France in a letter to d"Membert
X-
(Augdst 10, 1776} he declared, "I fight for the nation". Le2our:ieur was a
wretch who Lad sacrificed France to his English idol, a scribbler who Lad fooled
»» (Shakespeare Traduit i'^u ,x.*is, r. V.)
/
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the king and queen into approving Lis unpatriotic wor*. The foreign invader
had now become "this abominable Shakespeare who is only a village clown and
?. j has not written two good lines".''' In a letter to the academy, Voltaire
listed a series of obscene expressions found in the various tragedies. This
letter was read by the adroit d'Alembert, who was Carefully instructed be-
forehand by Voltaire. D'Alembort .vas to Stop at certain places in the list
of obscenities ana act as if too confused to proceed. The audience benaved
just as Voltaire had expected: they urged d'Alemoert to be brave and to con-
tinue. Thus, under the guise of protecting the youtn of France from contamina-
tion, Voltaire had read, apart from their conte;ct, some Df the oi.oicest oits
of Elizabethan vulgarisms which had been translated into even more vulgar
French. Ti^e Aoademy listened with snockec interest, and a wave of patriotism
stirred Paris, ltoch of the wave wis pride in Voltaire, tho Frenchman who
could fight so relectiersly at eighty-two. Meantime, LeTourneur's edition
continued to be read, and before the death of Voltaire, a new printing was
underway.
Voltnire sould not stop the uemand for LeTourneur's work. Many who
totally disagreed With him kept silence out of respect for his years and the
fame he had brought to France. Among those who disagreed with him were Mercier
and Kirraontel. Both of these men wrote dramatic theory and criticism; both
were strongly influenced by the romanticise of Housseau and the Hinglish writers.
Mercier, who has been called "the ape of Rousseau", was filled with a
so .se of moral responsibility. i.'o be a good writer was only to begin to write;
the aim of the irtist should be to make himself a useful writer, one to improve
his fellows • To Mercier, the aepth af a person's moral nature could be gauged
by his behavior at a bourgeois tragedy. "One snoulu be able to judge the soul
2.
of eacn man by tne degree of emotion #hich he manif - - ts at the theater". He
criticised ''iccoboai who had protested that too much emotionalism in the theater
MOeuvres, Vol. L t P VN) Kma I i» )
t
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made people morr? susceptible to violent feelings outside oi" it. ilercier,
good Rousseauist as he w.-s, consiaered hardness of heart the greatest crime.
He wrote against the unities, the use of confidants, ^nu the various other
conventions of classical tragedy. Kbils he wrote little about Shakespeare,
he is important because he was the representative critic of that increasingly
large number of .vriters influenced by Rousseau. Do iiim, not Greece or Rome,
but nature should be the source of the poet's inspiration am; also nis model.
Although a want of straight-forwara moral teaching in onakespeare displeased
i.:ercier», he admired the freedom, naturalness, and richness of the man who
/
wrote without rules.
Harmontel, like i..ercier, was villing to question the correctness of tradi-
tional theories, and to formulate new ones for the drama, if necessary. He
tried to discover just how terror and pity purge the emotions and what subjects
are best for tragedy. Less sentimental ti-an Liercier, Marraontol admired Shake-
speare's realism in representing cien they are in life, high and low, good
and bad. Still Marmontel could not excuse what he considered low and vulgar.
He lays vulgarity where it probaoly belongs, at the door of the common people,
and admits the impossibility of enlightened minds prescribing "for fcht people
a choice of their amus- >BisntSM . M&riaontsl* B criticism is not very profounu,
but it is usually just and temperate.
Both|^ iilercier and ilarmontel could and did appreciate Shakespeare. i;uch
younger than Voltaire and strongly influenced by Rousseau, they were never
imbued with the classical spirit; indeea, they were thoroughly alien to it. It
is true that the morality jf Snakespeare* s tragedies diu not meet with the
approval of either one of these men, yet they acoepted the jSnglish poet as a
great genius u.s aiu most of rrance by this time.
2he last fifteen years of Voltaire's life were spent, at least in pc-rt,
i*s=*» in a bitter but losing fight to keep ohakespeare from taking a place beside
/.(Du Theatre, P. IZ.}
^JOeuvres, Vol X, P 567.)
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Jorneille, Hacine, and Moliere. fh.9 adaptations of Ducis ana the translation
of LeTourneur roused the patriarch of r'erney to a fury of indignation and
jealousy, out Shakespeare proved too powerful. Alt', >ugh admirers of LeTour-
neur's work; Kept silent jut of respeot for an enraged and a beloved old man,
the edition soon had to oe augmented by t.:o otner printings. Instead of
strong opposition to 3:. a ce speare, Voltaire encountered only a half-hearted
CDncession to the vagaries of nis old age, except in the case of Lis friends.
He had lon^ lost his leadership among the younger critics like Llercier and ilar-
montel, men who were cold to classical drama and ready to welcome Shakespeare.
3y 1773, 3:.akospeare was recognized in France as a genius of the first rank,
but the romantic movement 7a,s still needed to show i.im to an alien people in
uis true glory.
cc
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Chapter a »
Summary and Conclusions.
Among the common people In England there bad never been any doubt of
Shakespeare/ s greatness, but ;.unong the enlightened, particularly auring the
Restoration -nd classical periods, many fouad it necess-ry to blush for his
crudeness and to rewrite him. In an age, when to showjf emotion was to exhibit
bad taste, there was no place for the emotional ravings of a Hamlet or a Lear,
last there had to oe a transition period, a period of reaction, during which
emphasis could oe suifteu from the mind to the diaphragm is very plain. Shake-
spears could not^at once become popular with ti.ose accustomed to the har^f,
witty comeaies of Gongreve or Wycnerley . Ee hud to wait until the soil was
prepared for i.im, ^nd Lhe preparation began witr, the growth oi' sensibility.
The reaction from an age of wit and reason came in the form of sentiment
—
in the veoping :omeuies of nowe, Steele, and Lillo, ana in the novsls of Stsrne,
3mollett, Btnfl Richardson. Gradually the novel ana the bourgeois play took, the
place of the classic-1 tragedy of Addison and the French writers. Sentiment
was by no means confineu to the novel and the drama; it spread to poetry as
•/ell. Beginning with Thomson, it left the city and discovered the shepnered
and the farmer in their rustic anvinonment. Pity for plowmen developed into
tne tearful melancholy of the "graveyard school", and by the middle of the
century the stage was set for that flood of feeling wLich spread over the
realms of the weira xna of the past, fl&if development of emotionalism in the
first - If of the century maue people turn to Shakespeare in txieir search for
more varied and powerful incitements to feeling. As the shallowness of bour-
geois drama and the sentimental novel began to ir*c the general reaaer, he took
refuge in the violent struggles of LIaob#tb ana Othello.
^:.e return to Shakespeare growing out of this early sentimental and roman-
tic background toJk three directions--imitutiou, eaitin^ , anu criticism of the
works. It is not at all surprising that there should be considerable diss.itis-
c
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faction with ti.es extremely sentimental dramas of the early and middle eigh-
teenth century, ,/ith no contemporary writer able to tap any but the shillow
tearful emotions in plays like "The Oonsoious Lovers " and H Ti_e Lonaon lierohant ".
people began to regard Shakespeare with growing admiration* 7/hile "Jane Shore "
and "Dou.-las " are but feeble imit tions of Shakespeare, they indicate a recog-
nition of aim as a model in the painting of deep and abiding emotions.
J;.e number of editions of Shakespeare* s works published in the eighteenth
century testify to tr.e mounting interest of the reading public. No less than
si editions appeared between 1709 and 1765. The early editions revealed dis-
crepancies in the surviving folios, the interpolations of authors other than
Shakespeare, and the need of a careful collation of the texts. The early
editors were faced with a difficult task, one which was not entirely completed
even by Johnson.
After 1750, more onu more care was taken to aiscover the meaning of Shake-
speare, for by Johnson*^ time, the desire to rewrite or to improve upon him had
almost passed a -ay. Johnson's was the greatest jf -*11 the editions, the most
careful and the most soi; jlar ly . By his time, almost anyone could obtain a text
Of Snakespeare which was comparatively clear and accurate, while in the age of
Pope, the general reader .mew uis Shakespeare only from stage versions or from
hearsay.
Imitation of Shakespeare and a ssries of new editions of his works naturally
stimulated criticism. In the first thirty years of the century the judgment of
Dryden w^s respecteo but somewhat questioned. 3elieving in the excellence of
French classical drama, he had defended Shakespeare' t> uisregard for the unities,
his appreciation rising to greater heights, perhaps, than his consistency, liuch
the same attitude is i'ouud in Popo», Who like his master admired the natural
genius of Shakespeare. Popo, more elegant and loss broad-minded than Dryden,
was more offended by low scenes anu vulgar language than by violations of the
rules of Aristotle. Vitn aim criticism wa. a matter of ta^te, rather tj.an one
(
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of broad prineipleo jls in the case of Dryden. Betx* men, classicists as they
.Vo-re, ir e forced in spite of themselves ;nd their adherence to classical
standards, to pay homage to Shakespeare. Both W9T4 lettered in their cri-
ticise: by the breach influence, for both looked at the tragedies with the
•yes of 3oileau but ./ith the feeling of Englishmen.
After Drydea and Pope followed a number of uinor critics, no one of whom
contributed any systematizeo estimate of Snake spear e . JLeir work, was important,
however, in that the little v.hioh eaci. accomplished made the task, of the last
and greatest critic of his age a more; clear ly-defineu one. far burton, Upton,
and Grey studied the Elizabethan period, discovered changes in meanings of
words, traced illusions to obsolete laws, and, in general, emphasized the
necessity of a knowledge of the poet's period as an aid in understanding him.
tfith the passing of tne years less and less I ttention was given to Shakespeare's
want of learning and 1 is violation of the rules. Indeed I.icaardson cina 31air
scarcely mention thes; matters which so agitated critics before 17b0. Instead,
they dwell upon the diversity and realism of his characters, and if they draw
too many morals, we must remember the age ixi which thoy lived.
Of all the critics who wrote on Shakespeare before the Romantic Kjvement,
Joanson is probably the greatest. Equipped with a knowledge of Elizabethan
times greater than any of his predecessors could claim, he set to work pains-
takingly and judiciously to edit Shakespeare, tfith a good understanding of
English dramatic history and rare good sense, ho could speak of the poet with-
out stumbling over jiYenci. rul«=s and conventions. Ee Knew that English tragedy
had a history no less honorable than that of rYance, and he judged Shakespeare
with an understanding which no critic before iiim had possessed. He disposed
of the first two uaities, justified tragi-comedy , ana dismissed tht aeademio
quibble over Shake sp e ar »' s learning. VIth all his brilliance, however, Johnson
seems to hav< erred in his contention that the comedies are more natural than
the tragedies. To many, his ov jr-empaasis upon the lack of morality in the
c
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tragedies seems somewhat ohildlsh, but it oust be remembered that Johnson
was a part of his age, an ag-.> when, moral lessons in the theater were the
fashion.
After Johnson's time little was said about (she rules. 3esides, the
attacks of Voltaire nad irritated intelligent Aiglisljrien who had ceased to
judgi Shakespeare by the rules of French drama. Critics ,vere now satisfied
tnat some basis other than classical rules ifjjould be used in estimating the
greatness of a poet, and sumo attompt ,7as made to find such a basis or
standard. That time was neeuad for such a development in the history of
Shaicespeare criticism is very evident, and early nineteenth century was
still a long distance away.
The work of Garriok, the imitations of F.owe and Home, new editions, tae
criticism of a large group from Drydea to Slair, had maae Shakespeare known
to tne general reader. By 1780, Kagliahnan had bad an opportunity to judge
for themselves of Shakespeare* s greatness. Shay had come to the conclusion
that ba was far greater than Oorneille or Raoina, they had e pressed this
opinion to one another ana to France, and somewhat irritated at the bitter-
ness vao unfairness of Voltaire and other Franoh critics, had decided that,
w tae rest is silence"—at least u itil the Romantic Movement.
The history of Shaicespears in r'rance is another matter. His name was
scarcely mown there before 1730, and until 1746, ti-ere was no translation
of a single play. In that year LaPlaca's translation gave those who had
aeard of Shakespeare from Prevost, LeBlanc, and Voltaire a chance to read a
work which was partly a translation and partly a summary of a few of the
plays. Hot until 1776 ./is there a translation of the complete works of
Shakespeare.
Shakespeare's tragedies came as a shock to classical France, a France
which worshiped form, rules, and conventions, and -hich judged with a narrow
and fastidious taste injjgrited from Boileau. To oultured Frenchmen, Shakespeare
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was 1 barabrian without a Knowledge of the ancient languages, with no re-
spect for the rules, with the taste jf the rabble, and. f;tr below the rank
of Jorneille aad Aaaine. Sfl diametrically opposed to the r'reuch conception
of tra^eay was he that scarcely a Frenchman could b« founu to approve of him*
Even Prevost , the most enthusiastic acmirer of English literature; , Wl
appalled at his lacK. of taste, although he marveled at hts genius. So great
was the hold of classicism in France, that Sa-..<.ospeare would Bflttn no progress
until forco3 of sentiment ana other romantic tendencies began to be felt.
As early as 1730, classical tragedy was beginning to be found wanting,
iio Corneille or r.aoine had risen, and lesser writers such as Crebillon intro-
duced scenes j£ horror, aad Voltaire, gfedets, crowds of people, and new motifs
in an effort to Keep alive interest in the traditional type of tragedy. To
enlivea tragedy without changing its dignified character or violating the rules
the aim of both.
About this time signs of the dissolution of the classical spirit appeared
in r'rance. Amon i Ike early signs v/as the welcome given to English scisntific
writings and the classic i works of the age of ^ope. ooon a deluge of English
sentimental literaturs pour ea into France, where it was imitated by Prevost
and a host of others, added to the works of oteele, Audison, Lillo, and Hiohard
son were the weeping coiaeuies^.of KaSitaa?( and HOhtaWli The popularity of
ti i: sentimental literature is an indication that feeling was grauually super-
seding reason, anu tnat c«&~sicis::. MM already on the wane.
Just as in England, sentiment spread in France to nature. Thomson, Dyer,
and You.ig were translated into French or reau in the original and .vsre very
popular. After 1750, tne romantic appeal of the weird and the melanciioly p-st
had become as strong, in Franca as in England. Rousseau, who seems to ejbnibit
all tae romantic; traits rfe&eh were fou id scattered in a do^en English writers
at that time, gave force ^nd some consistency and system to the various romantic
phases, combining in hie work the sentiment of Steele, the nature of J. o.xs on.
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the melancholy of Young, and the sens* of the past of Ossian, to mention
only a few. His emotionalism was in direct contrast to the classical ideal,
and his influence and that of his followers Can soarcely be overestimated in
its effect upon classicism. Sensibility as found in Rousseau or imported
from England made way for 3hakespeare In France, wh.tr* .his violent amotions
were more in keeping with the new wave of fueling than with classical tradition.
Another •awmy ii classicism was the scientific spirit whldfc reacned its
peak, in the Encyclopouists uador Diderot. Phis spirit was opposed to tradition
and uestioned eyeryti-ing. Tlignt here lay its challenge to classicism. If
Soileau's theories were once admitted as open to question and examination,
classical tragedy could not hope to escape. Voltaire knew this and with more
consistency than he usually showed, withdrew from the group which was writing
the great Encyclopedia of all knowledge.
Growing out of the wave of sensibility which found man innately good,
and out of tr.e new attitude toward tradition best represented by the Encyclo-
pedists was that new type of drama, bourgeois tragedy. After the cold and
dignified kings and queens of classical tragedy, people welcomed middle-class
characters, aaa tuey delighted in seeing their own joys ^nd sorrows ,upon the
stage. Less regular than the classical tragedies, these domestic plays of
Diderot and others put a great deal of emphasis upon emotion, particularly
the tearful kind. Any trend in the direction of increased expression of feeling
was bound to ma^e Shakespeare seem less strange to rrenchiaen. This form of
drama, which finally almost supcrseaeu classic .1 tragedy, made the domestic
woes of Othello and Hamlet more real and seemly than they ever could have been
if classical tragedy had remained the only popular type of drama.
Sensibility, romantic ideas of man and nature, the growti of the scienti^-
/io spirit, and the ris? of bourgeois drama all contributed to the downfall of
classicism in Francs, and not until that downfall had become a certainty could
Shakespeare mase any real progress there, after 175u, all of these forces
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ware intensified, until by 1761, Voltaire realized the headway which the
Snglishafca ma liHrt**g anu issued xiis w Appel g Routes le. Nations " to stop
lis advance in iiurope, if possiola.
",/Len we come to consider jeYeuar: criticism of Shakespeare in the age of
Voltaire, it must be tfonfessed tnat there was none of •ny value. La Lotte,
an ea~ly rebel against tradition, did not *aiow Shakespeare, -It; -<ugh some
of his critical opinijns would seem to justify the freedom of lisr tra-
gedy in it~ disregard for the unities. Had La written -bjut ohakespenre he
probaoly would have bean far more just than any of his contemporaries.
Vanveaargues died too soon to allow Lim an opportunity to judge Sna^ce*
speare. olussicist though La was, his work, shows a broadness and a fairness
which are lacking in that of his master, Voltaire. He pleaded for coolness
and toleration at a time when violent opinion was the oraer of tne day among
both friends -nd enemies of SfeA ice speare • Lera was B man who toot into account
emotion as ^ell as reason without becoming in the least sentimental. ,/Lat a
pity ne did not live loag anougb to write a dispassionate account of Jnake-
speara • If anyone could have done it, ti nt man was Vanvenargues
•
After La Uotte -nd /..nv - . ••/nee tLere appeared B critic wno, while not
greatly intar^ated in onake speare
,
..elped Lis cause in France. Diderot con-
.
»>
siderad classical tragedy already dead. Domestic tragedy or drama, ha thought,
should replace* it. fltfe his oojectivity ana Lis rare good sense he probably
might Lave made a fair critic Of Shakespeare uad he chosen to turn Lis atten-
tion in that direction. Diderot gas too busy with the ilncyclopedia and with
his bourgeois plays to become very O&eh interested in Shakespeare. .7a .aiow
that La considered L im a great genius, if a very irregular ma. 2nat ti e
freedom of ohakespeare uia iOt ru •. counter to : is t; eories of drama is about
all m can say of him. itfnatever contriouted to tj.e downfall of classicism
^elped ts cause of Jnaitespeare . It is, ti. ere fore, not as a critic of Shake-
speare but of classical tragedy that Diderot is important in o.-ewcespsare i is-
tory in j?ranc..-.
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La Hotta, Yanvenargues, ana Diderot ware not, like Voltaire, concurned
rltfa maidna a place for themselves beside Corneille and Racine. That Vol-
taire's unfairness to Si-iakespeara was partly duo to jealousy fe* will aeny,
but .-is training and taste made him an enemy of S^akaspeare on less personal
grounds. Certainly his zeal for classical tragedy was genuine, but tnere
is no excusing I is petty and unworthy attacks wr:ich were outside the realm
of criticism and even of good manners. Kis early friendliness changed to
coldness as soon as Shake speare began to be popular in i,lrance 1b his own
rignt and not as a protege of Voltaire. This change is difficult to under-
stand when we realise -o.v muc:. Vjltair uid to make Shakespeare known to
ifrance. Probably his vanity at being the first to discover a new genuis to
his countrymen made him over-zealous. Only wnen he realized that he had
introduced a possible rival of jorneille, Racine, ana of himself aia his
coldness change to a fanatical aostility.
Voltaire's o^iticism in so far as he refrains from invective and judges
Shakespeare by tne yd4H^-s ;.iC£ of the rules is not unline tx.at of Popo or any
of nis contemporaries. Unfortu ately, only r-is early criticism si.ows an
attempt to be fair. After 1760, what he wrote is totally valueless as criti-
cism. H^le only prejudiced opinion, an expression of personal rancor and
jealousy. He eho pleadeu for balance ana reason in tragedy could not even
be fair to a man ehOB ne knew to be a genius.
After Voltaire's great battle of 1776, when the Lerourneur translation
of Shakespeare appeared, criticism of Snakespe^ra became more and more appre-
ciative in France. In the work of itercier and Harmon tel, botr.^ influenced by
Rousseau, we find freeaom from the trappings oi' classicism. Jj ti.sm classical
tragedy was not the holy ti.inc : that it haa been to Voltaire. 3oth were filled
wit-, admiration at the realism of dnakespeare* s characters, a quality which
saemed more important to them than rules and conventions. Tuese two men -re
representatives of trie nev order, of that incipient romanticism, wuicn, during
c
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the last years of Voltaire, .v.s rapidly rep lacing cl&ssicisra in rranc*.
-hey looked to th« future, not to ti.e past and were among the first of a
long series of critics to be influences by lousssau r: .tier than by 3oileau
and Jolt airs.
f
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